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Abstract 

The prevalence of incivility in online discussions concerns platform operators, 

community managers, as well as scholars in communication science and machine learning 

research. Recent progress of artificial intelligence raises hopes that algorithm-based moderation 

systems can assist the often exhausting detection and moderation of uncivil content using 

machine learning. Also in communication science, the need for automated, computational 

methods to analyze the growing amounts of online discussion data is becoming more and more 

demanding. This thesis addresses the question: How can incivility be measured using machine 

learning methods? To this end, recent methodological developments in machine learning are 

connected with communication science research on incivility. The seven research articles of the 

cumulus contribute to three further subordinate aspects of this overarching question. Articles 

[1] and [2] address the question: To what extent can incivility be measured using machine 

learning methods? Both publications contribute insights into and an overview of current 

approaches to incivility classification using machine learning, including a benchmark data set 

and a shared task on the identification of incivility. The second subordinated question asks: 

How can machine learning extend and elaborate communication science research on incivility? 

Articles [3], [4], and [5] present use cases, best practice studies, and methodological work that 

show how machine learning can enhance communication science research on incivility at 

different points of the research process. The third subordinated question asks: What 

methodological challenges do communication scholars face using machine learning-based 

incivility classification and how can they be overcome? To address this question, articles [6] 

and [7] discuss specific challenges of measuring incivility with machine learning methods and 

provide methodological guidance and concrete approaches to address them. Overall, the 

research program of this dissertation contributes significant work to the interdisciplinary task 

of incivility detection at the interface of communication science and machine learning research. 

This work includes studies that apply and discuss several approaches to incivility classification 

in different research settings, under different conditions, and with different objectives and 

outcomes. The results of this dissertation provide valuable insights for computational 

communication scientists that aim to apply, evaluate, and further develop machine learning 

approaches to incivility and comparable research subjects. Finally, findings offer practical 

implications for the application of algorithm-based moderation systems by pointing out 

potentials and weaknesses of machine learning approaches to incivility detection in online 

discussions. 
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  1 Introduction 

1.1 Relevance and Research Interest 

The prevalence of incivility in online discussions has evolved into a serious issue for 

democratic societies. With the increase of participation in user comment sections and social 

media, incivility has become an inherent part of societal and academic discourse. In communi-

cation science, incivility is an established research subject that has been investigated from var-

ious angles, including its prevalence (e.g., Coe et al., 2014; Santana, 2014; Su et al., 2018), 

perception (e.g., Boberg et al., 2018; Bormann, 2022; Bormann et al., 2023; Chen & Pain, 2017; 

Harlow, 2015), and effects (e.g., Anderson et al., 2014; Hsueh et al., 2015; Hwang et al., 2014; 

Prochazka et al., 2018; Springer et al., 2015; Stroud et al., 2016; Wang, 2020; Ziegele, Jost et 

al., 2018). Among incivility researchers, there exist multiple views on what exactly incivility is 

(Bormann et al., 2022). However, definitions share the common ground that incivility is a form 

of norm violation that comes with a significant amount of subjectiveness, shaped by situational 

context and individual perception (Coe et al., 2014; Chen, 2017; Chen et al., 2019; Herbst, 

2010). Moreover, empirical studies provide evidence that different forms of incivility are per-

ceived as differently severe (e.g., Muddiman, 2017; Muddiman, 2019; Kalch & Naab, 2017) 

and that not all forms of incivility are equally straightforward to identify (e.g., Bormann et al., 

2023; Muddiman & Stroud, 2017). 

Many scholars agree that a crucial component in addressing uncivil discussions online 

is moderation (e.g., Friess et al., 2021; Heinbach & Wilms, 2022; Wright, 2006; Ziegele & Jost, 

2020). For online platforms and news websites in Germany, handling and countering incivility 

is also a legal issue (BMJ, 2022; European Commission, 2023; Kümpel & Rieger, 2019). Here, 

moderators and community managers play an important role by reviewing and, if necessary, 

removing uncivil content. Recently, the challenging task of online moderation is increasingly 

supported by algorithm-based moderation systems (Gorwa et al., 2020; Vox Media, n.d; Wilms 

et al., 2023). Encouraged by the fast and steady progress in the research fields of artificial 

intelligence and machine learning, hopes are raised that powerful algorithms can assist moder-

ators and community managers by automatically detecting and countering uncivil comments 

(Beuting, 2021; Wilms et al., 2023). As a result of this development, the automated detection 

of incivility and related concepts including hate speech, toxicity, and offensive language has 

grown into an important issue in machine learning research (e.g., Burnap & Williams, 2015; 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/1461670X.2021.2017793
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Davidson et al., 2017; Wiegand et al., 2018; Zampieri et al., 2020). Here, incivility detection is 

usually approached as a supervised learning task. Essentially, this means that an algorithm 

learns to identify uncivil content based on - oftentimes human - decisions (Bishop, 2006). At 

this point, the question of how incivility is to be defined and identified is moving forward into 

the research fields of machine learning and artificial intelligence. 

In recent years, communication science has also become more interested in automated, 

computational methods for analyzing the growing amounts of digitally available data (Doma-

hidi et al., 2019; Lazer et al., 2009; Scharkow, 2012; van Atteveldt et al., 2019), including 

incivility in online discussions (e.g., Ksiazek et al., 2015; Muddiman & Stroud, 2017; Sadeque 

et al., 2019; Theocharis et al., 2020; Ziegele, Daxenberger et al., 2018). To this end, existing 

machine learning models and approaches usually have to be adjusted and further developed by 

researchers to fit the specific research subject, which demands increasingly specific and com-

prehensive know-how. In communication science, however, machine learning methods are es-

tablishing themselves rather slowly alongside simpler approaches to automated content analysis 

(Boumans & Trilling, 2018; Hase et al., 2022; van Atteveldt & Peng, 2018). Thus, their appli-

cation and evaluation still come with a degree of uncertainty (Niemann-Lenz et al., 2019; 

Scheper & Kathirgamalingam, 2022). 

Nonetheless, the rapid progress in machine learning and artificial intelligence holds 

great potential for several areas of online communication research, including incivility in online 

discussions. The application of machine learning methods, however, requires specific 

knowledge, not only regarding its implementation but also to accomplish a holistic evaluation 

regarding its usefulness and limits. The automated measurement of incivility in particular re-

quires a nuanced and comprehensive approach as its subjective nature already challenges prac-

titioners and manual content analysis methods. Methodological research at the interface to com-

puter science could initiate a beneficial exchange between machine learning research and dif-

ferent areas of communication science. In this sense, the research program of this dissertations 

aims to connect current advances in machine learning with communication science research on 

incivility, with the goal of an interdisciplinary, methodological-focused transfer. The overarch-

ing research question of this dissertation is therefore: 

 

How can incivility be measured using machine learning methods? 

 

 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/19312458.2023.2166028?src=
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1.2 Research Aim and Contributions of this Thesis 

In this cumulative dissertation, I ask the overall research question of how incivility can 

be measured using machine learning methods. To address this question, I aim to accomplish an 

essential step to connect the research fields of computer science-driven machine learning and 

artificial intelligence with communication science research on incivility. Therefore, the research 

program of this thesis covers the multifaceted steps of an interdisciplinary transfer with a meth-

odological, communication science focus. From the overarching research question, I derive the 

three following subordinated research questions that further structure the contributions of the 

research program:  

 

1) To what extent can incivility be measured using machine learning methods? The subjectivity 

of incivility due to individual and contextual factors makes it a challenging concept to measure 

with standardized, text-based methods. Nonetheless, the demand for automated methods to an-

alyze growing amounts of digital data increases, both for communication science and machine 

learning research and for platforms of online discussions. But how close do current machine 

learning approaches come to detecting uncivil content? To answer this question, articles [1] and 

[2] provide an overview of the performances and limits of current machine learning approaches 

to incivility detection for German-language online discussions. 

 

2) How can machine learning methods extend and elaborate communication science research 

on incivility? To address this question, research articles [3], [4], and [5] present how machine 

learning can enhance communication science research at different points of the research pro-

cess, including research designs, research questions, and analysis methods. These enhance-

ments include a) the enlargement of samples and thus, the enabling of more demanding analysis 

methods, b) the examination and review of theoretical concepts of incivility from a data-driven 

perspective, and c) the improvement of established, simpler computational methods, namely 

dictionaries, in terms of saving costs and improving measurement. 

 

3) What methodological challenges do communication scholars face with machine learning-

based incivility classification and how can they be overcome? To answer this question, articles 

[6] and [7] elaborate on specific pitfalls that occur at the interface of machine learning and 

incivility research and provide methodological insights and guidance on how to address them, 

taking a communication science perspective. 
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The compilation of the research program covers the comprehensive and diverse steps of 

a methodological-focused transfer from machine learning research in computer sciences to 

communication science research on incivility. Led by the three subordinate research questions 

presented, this cumulative dissertation contributes to the three following core aspects: 1) The 

interdisciplinary body of research on incivility detection for German-language online discus-

sions. The ongoing adaptation and further development of state-of-the-art approaches to spe-

cific research subjects and questions are ongoing endeavors and crucial objectives of machine 

learning research. In addition, this research demonstrates how a communication science per-

spective can be beneficial to the task of machine learning-based incivility classification (articles 

[1] and [2]). 2) The development, application, and deployment of novel approaches and specific 

instruments for the automated analysis of incivility, primarily tailored to communication sci-

ence scholars and research questions. This work includes distinct tools, case studies, as well as 

different machine learning-based approaches to the automated analysis of incivility that can 

also be adapted for related research questions of online communication (articles [3], [4], and 

[5]). 3) The methodological transfer of machine learning methods into communication science 

research on incivility with the goal of a holistic understanding and critical use. Respective work 

focuses on how pitfalls can be avoided and how in-depth evaluation can not only enable a proper 

application of machine learning methods, but further can provide additional insights into the 

research subject (articles [6] and [7]). 

1.3 Structure of Synopsis 

In this synopsis, the seven research articles of the cumulus are presented, summarized, and 

systematically connected regarding their topics and specific contributions. After an introduction 

and overview of incivility research and machine learning approaches to incivility detection in 

chapters 2 and 3, the main contributions of the articles will be discussed in chapter 4. Even 

though the single publications include more than one contribution, they will be discussed re-

garding their main contribution to one of the three subordinated research questions. Chapter 5 

provides a comprehensive discussion of the contributions, limitations, and implications of the 

research program. Finally, the synopsis closes with a conclusion in chapter 6. In the following, 

the structure of the synopsis is described in detail. 
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• Incivility in Online Discussions and Deliberative Discourse (chapter 2): This chapter 

focuses on the theoretical and conceptual background of incivility and gives an over-

view of the current state of research on incivility in online discussions. The chapter 

will further elaborate on the challenges of measuring incivility with standardized con-

tent analysis methods. 

 

• Machine Learning - Expertise from Computer Science (chapter 3): This chapter gives 

an overview of different machine learning methods that have also been used in this 

dissertation with a focus on incivility detection. Moreover, the chapter discusses cer-

tain aspects and characteristics of machine learning that can challenge the automated 

detection of incivility. 

 

• Contributions of this Thesis (chapter 4): This chapter summarizes and systematizes the 

single articles of the cumulus in terms of their main contributions to this thesis regard-

ing the following aspects: 

 

○ State of Research - Incivility Detection Using Machine Learning: This chapter 

addresses the question to what extent incivility can be measured using machine 

learning methods and shows, how articles [1] and [2] contribute to the current 

state of research on the detection of incivility in German-language online dis-

cussions. 

 

○ Machine Learning for Incivility and Communication Science Research: This 

chapter addresses the question of how machine learning can extend and elabo-

rate communication science research on incivility at different points of the re-

search process, including research designs, research questions, and research 

methods and shows, how articles [3], [4], and [5] contribute to this question. 

 

○ Change of Perspective - Methodological Considerations: This chapter ad-

dresses the question what methodological challenges communication scholars 

face with machine learning-based incivility classification and how they can be 

overcome.  The contributions of research articles [6] and [7] are presented in 

this regard. 
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• Discussion and Conclusion (chapters 5 and 6): These final chapters critically discuss 

the findings of this dissertation and offer implications for communication science and 

machine learning research as well as for practitioners that employ automated incivility 

detection to support moderation. 
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2 Incivility in Online Discussions and Deliberative Discourse 

Since online discussions, comment sections, and social media became an integral part 

of everyday life, political and societal discourse has been shaped by the concern of incivility 

(e.g., Boatright, 2019). In communication science, incivility is a well-established research sub-

ject and a great body of empirical work has dealt with different aspects of uncivil communica-

tion. This chapter provides an overview of the state of research on incivility as a concept and 

discusses, how contextual and individual factors can affect the measurement of incivility using 

standardized, text-based methods. 

2.1 What is Incivility? Concepts and Definitions 

Over recent years, online discussions have evolved into an important part of political 

discourse (Bergström & Wadbring, 2015; Grimmelmann, 2015; Heinbach, in press; Kümpel & 

Rieger, 2019; Walther & Jang, 2012). Along with the increasing engagement in comment sec-

tions, online forums, or participation platforms (Coleman & Shane, 2011; Esau et al., 2021; 

Frieß & Porten-Chée, 2018; Kersting, 2019), scientists as well as practitioners and politicians 

have raised concerns about the often low quality of contributions, frequently accompanied by a 

rude tone and other forms of deviant communication (Anderson et al., 2014; Coe et al., 2014; 

Friess et al., 2021; Su et al., 2018; Ziegele & Jost, 2020). Various empirical studies have sug-

gested that such uncivil communication can have several negative effects on multiple levels of 

the public discourse, from individual participants to entire political and societal processes (e.g., 

Anderson et al., 2014; Hsueh et al., 2015; Hwang et al., 2014; Mutz & Reeves, 2005; Prochazka 

et al., 2018). Yet, opinions differ on how uncivil communication should defined and operation-

alized. Scholars agree, however, that incivility is a form of norm violation that is both highly 

context-dependent and subjective (Coe et al., 2014; Herbst, 2010; Sydnor, 2018). 

A great body of research approaches incivility in political online discussions from the 

perspective of theories of democracy, where incivility is defined as a violation of democratic or 

deliberative norms (e.g., Andersson et al., 2014; Coe et al., 2014; Kalch & Naab, 2017; Papa-

charissi, 2004; Rowe, 2015; Ziegele, Jost et al., 2018). The framework of deliberation suggests 

that in a public sphere, citizens should discuss issues of social and political relevance in a ra-

tional, reciprocal, and respectful way (Dahlberg, 2001; Fraser, 1990; Habermas, 1996; Ruiz et 

al., 2011; Young, 1996). In this context, incivility is often understood as disrespectful commu-

nication or behavior towards participants or third parties that undermines a free exchange of 

ideas and (conflicting) opinions (Brooks & Geer, 2007; Kalch & Naab, 2017; Hwang et al., 
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2018; Rowe, 2015). According to this understanding, incivility includes negative stereotyping 

and the undermining or threat of democratic or individual rights (Papacharissi, 2004; Rowe, 

2015). A further line of research conceptualizes incivility as a violation of interpersonal norms 

of politeness (e.g., Brown & Levinson, 1987; Chen & Lu, 2017; Mutz, 2007; Mutz & Reeves, 

2005), which includes communication that threatens the face of discussion participants and that 

would result in negative emotions and reactions. This concept of incivility is operationalized 

as, for example, name calling and the use of vulgar or pejorative language (e.g., Chen & Lu, 

2017; Chen & Ng, 2017). In her pioneering work, Papacharissi (2004) argues that severe inci-

vility, which undermines democratic norms by denying “people their personal freedoms, and 

stereotyp[ing] social groups'' (p. 267) must be distinguished from impoliteness, which she con-

siders as rather harmless or even useful for a heated discussion (Papacharissi, 2004). In the past 

years, numerous scholars have built on this conceptualization of incivility in their work (e.g., 

Kalch & Naab, 2017; Muddiman, 2017; Naab et al., 2018; Oz et al., 2018; Rowe, 2015). How-

ever, current research also defines incivility as a violation of multiple norms (e.g., Bormann et 

al., 2022; Muddiman, 2017; Stryker et al., 2016). A recent framework by Bormann and col-

leagues (2022) takes a novel path and conceptualizes incivility as a violation of cooperative 

norms, meaning forms of communication that obstruct cooperation between actors. Established 

norms of deliberation and respect merge in this concept and are enhanced by further norms of 

communication, such as comprehensive and responsive communication and providing suffi-

cient information. 

While incivility constitutes a popular - albeit heterogeneously defined - concept in com-

munication science, additional related concepts play a role in the scientific and societal dis-

course about deviant communication. These concepts include both specific sub-concepts of in-

civility and synonymous notions that are established in different discourses or research fields 

(Heinbach, in press). In computer science and computational linguistics, frequently applied 

concepts are offensive language (e.g., Kumaresan et al., 2021; Razavi et al., 2010; Risch et al., 

2018; Xiang et al., 2012; Zampieri et al., 2019; Zampieri et al., 2020) and toxicity (e.g., Geor-

gakopoulos et al., 2018; Risch, 2023; Risch & Krestel, 2020; van Aken et al., 2018). In their 

benchmarking shared task for offensive language classification of Tweets, Zampieri and col-

leagues (2019) define offensive language as insults, threats, and any form of untargeted profan-

ity (p. 2). The concept of toxicity is used rather inconsistently among studies and applications 

and is mostly derived from practical moderation instead of theoretical considerations (Paasch-

Colberg & Strippel, 2022; Risch, 2023). In their API Perspective, Google defines toxicity as 
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rude, disrespectful, and unreasonable commenting behavior that “is likely to make a user leave 

a discussion” (Hosseini et al., 2017; Perspective, n.d.). Both in societal discourse and in practice 

as well as in several disciplines, a further well-established concept is hate speech (e.g., Brown, 

2017; Fortuna & Nunes, 2018; Paasch-Colberg & Strippel, 2022; Paasch-Colberg et al., 2021; 

Schmidt & Wiegand, 2017; Wilhelm et al., 2020). Hate speech can be understood as a particu-

larly severe form and sub-concept of incivility that is mostly defined as harmful, negative state-

ments that stereotype, demonize, or dehumanize people based on certain group-specific char-

acteristics, including race, religion, gender, or sexuality (Sponholz, 2023; Wilhem et al., 2020, 

Brown, 2017; Paasch-Colberg & Strippel, 2022; Heinbach, in press). This thesis touches on 

different concepts of incivility as well as sub-concepts or related notions of incivility, including 

offensive language, toxicity, and hate speech. Unless stated otherwise, incivility will be used as 

an umbrella term including these related concepts and forms of uncivil communication de-

scribed above. 

2.2 Incivility as a Challenge for Online Platforms and Moderation 

Along with the increasing participation online, academic and societal discourse on inci-

vility has significantly shifted from offline communication settings (e.g., Cortina et al., 2001; 

Mutz, 2007; Mutz & Reeves, 2005) to online discussions over the last years (Esau et al., 2021; 

Kersting, 2019; Kümpel & Rieger, 2019). A significant part of research has investigated inci-

vility in comment sections of media outlets as a form of audience participation in online jour-

nalism (e.g., Rowe, 2015; Springer et al., 2015; Stroud et al., 2016; Su et al., 2018; Van Duyn 

& Muddiman, 2022; Van Duyn et al., 2021; Ziegele & Jost, 2020, Ziegele, Weber et al., 2018). 

Studies that investigated the prevalence of incivility on American news media sites found that 

12% to 53% of the comments posted were uncivil (Coe et al., 2014; Santana, 2014; Su et al., 

2018). Content analyses of German news sites revealed that 13% to 25% of the comments in-

cluded some kind of incivility (Esau et al., 2021; Ziegele, Jost et al., 2018). Further empirical 

research suggests several negative effects of incivility in comment sections of news sites. For 

example, studies found that uncivil comments can prevent other users from participating in a 

discussion (Springer et al., 2015; Stroud et al., 2016; Ziegele, Jost et al., 2018), that incivility 

can increase polarization (Anderson et al., 2014; Hwang et al., 2014) and stereotyping (Hsueh 

et al., 2015), can lead to negative evaluations of other commenters and the discussion content 

(Wang, 2020), and can decrease the perceived quality of a news outlet (Prochazka et al., 2018). 
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Many scholars state that a key element of preventing and countering uncivil discussion 

cultures online is moderation (e.g., Friess et al., 2021; Heinbach & Wilms, 2022; Wright, 2006; 

Ziegele & Jost, 2020). Professional online moderation can be defined as actions that aim to 

structure and guide debates for the purpose of creating a desired discourse atmosphere (Hein-

bach & Wilms, 2022, p. 218). Various studies suggest that professional moderation can have 

positive effects on the quality of online discussions. Ruiz and colleagues (2011) found that 

different kinds of moderation led to a drastic decrease of insults in the comment sections of 

European and American newspaper websites. In an online experiment, Ziegele and Jost (2020) 

showed that factual responses by moderators to uncivil comments positively affected the per-

ceived discussion atmosphere and could increase users’ willingness to participate. In a field 

experiment with an American news station, Stroud and colleagues (2015) found positive effects 

of the engagement of professional moderators on the civility of comments, for example, by 

asking and responding to legitimate questions and sharing additional information. In a semi-

automated content analysis of comment sections of American news sites, Ksiazek (2018) 

showed that journalistic engagement was associated with lower levels of hostility in the discus-

sion threads. Similar effects have been reported for moderation by non-professional actors, such 

as users (e.g., Kalch & Naab, 2017) or activist groups (e.g., Friess et al., 2021). 

For online platforms and news websites in Germany, the moderation of incivility is not 

only an ethical question, but also a legal issue. Since 2017, in Germany the removal of illegal 

content is demanded by law in the Network Enforcement Act (“Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz”, 

NetzDG). Currently, the NetzDG requires operators of online platforms to remove obviously 

illegal content within 24 hours, including hate speech, insults, incitement of the people, and 

depiction of violence and threats (BMJ, 2022; Kümpel & Rieger, 2019). These regulations af-

fect large social media platforms such as Facebook and YouTube as well as providers of jour-

nalistic content (BMJ, 2022). In 2024, the NetzDG will be extended and replaced by the Digital 

Service Act (DSA) that regulates the handling of such forms of incivility on EU level (European 

Commission, 2023). Moderators and community managers play an important role in enforcing 

legal regulations by reviewing and, if necessary, deleting illegal comments. However, the grow-

ing number of user contributions push platform operators and moderators to the limits of ca-

pacity. Consequently, not all online news sites rely on moderation but close the comment sec-

tions to prevent uncivil comments in advance, at least for controversial topics (Nielsen, 2012; 

Reich, 2011; Ziegele & Jost, 2020).  To support moderation, many news sites increasingly rely 

on software solutions that aim to facilitate and structure the moderation process. More recently, 
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these solutions further offer machine learning-based support to automatically detect and high-

light harmful or illegal content (Beuting, 2021; Vox Media, n.d.). These forms of algorithmic 

moderation systems (Gorwa et al., 2020), or algorithm-based moderation (Wilms et al., 2023) 

have also arrived in scientific discourse. Different forms of algorithmic moderation are used in 

moderation tools for news outlets as well as on major social media platforms, such as YouTube, 

X (formally Twitter), and Facebook (Gorwa et al., 2020). During this development, the question 

of what exactly incivility defines and how it is to be measured has expanded to the research 

fields of machine learning and artificial intelligence. 

2.3 Error by Concept - Challenges of Measuring Incivility 

2.3.1 Contextual Factors and the Eye of The Beholder 

The vast majority of incivility scholars agree that, on the whole, incivility is a concept 

difficult to define, because what is perceived as uncivil often is context-dependent and subjec-

tive (Bormann et al., 2022; Chen, 2017; Coe et al., 2014; Herbst, 2010; Massaro & Stryker, 

2012). Herbst (2010) stated that what incivility is lies to a great amount “in the eye of the be-

holder” (p. 3). As a result, finding a general definition of the concept “or even describe discourse 

that is consistently viewed as uncivil” (Chen, 2017, p. 5) remains challenging. Numerous stud-

ies have investigated the effects of individual and contextual factors on the perception of inci-

vility. Based on two surveys in the American context, Kenski and colleagues (2020) examined 

how individual characteristics including demographics and personality traits determined the 

perception of incivility. Results showed that females were more likely to perceive statements 

as uncivil than males. In another survey among users of news comment sections, Diakopoulos 

and Naaman (2011) found that personal aspects such as revenge or disagreement affected 

whether a person perceived a comment as worth flagging. In addition to these factors, charac-

teristics of the message, the sender, and the discussion setting can influence what is perceived 

as uncivil or not. A study by Gervais and colleagues (2015) found that incivility was less likely 

to polarize when it came from the own party. Similarly, Muddiman (2017) showed in two online 

experiments that users perceived politicians from their own party as less uncivil than others. In 

two survey experiments, Sydnor (2018) investigated how the channel and structure of a media 

platform can influence the perception of incivility. She found that individuals rather noticed 

incivility on Twitter than on other media platforms. Furthermore, discussion guidelines, also 

known as netiquette rules, can play a role for the perception of incivility. Diakopoulos and 
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Naaman (2011) found that users flagged comments in line with discussion guidelines, which 

can, however, vary between mediums and platforms, for example, due to political leaning and 

understanding of discussion culture. 

Further research investigated how different roles of communication participants can in-

fluence perceptions of incivility. In a focus group study with users, online activists, and profes-

sional community managers, Bormann (2022) examined what these actors in public online dis-

cussions perceived as norm-violating communication. She found that members of online activ-

ist groups tended to be especially sensitive to various forms of norm violations, while commu-

nity managers’ perception of incivility was often in line with moderation and legal guidelines. 

However, for journalistic actors, individual preconditions such as personal background and 

journalistic self-image can further influence what they perceive as uncivil or not (e.g., Chen & 

Pain, 2017; Boberg et al., 2018; Harlow, 2015). Moreover, the perception of incivility may vary 

within actors of a certain group, for example, moderators or journalists. Paasch-Colberg and 

Strippel (2022) conducted 20 interviews with professional moderators of German news sites to 

investigate, which factors play a role in moderation decisions and what forms of user comments 

were considered problematic. Findings revealed that only a few types of incivility were clearly 

recognized as such, including calls for violence, Holocaust denial, and discrimination. Inter-

viewees reported that deciding whether a comment should be deleted or not required experience 

and oftentimes double-checking with colleagues. 

Overall, a variety of research underlines the assumption that incivility is a greatly sub-

jective and context-dependent concept. What is perceived as uncivil depends on several factors 

on different levels of the communicative context, from individual background and professional 

role, over message characteristics, to discussion guidelines. These factors not only influence 

what is perceived as uncivil by users and moderators, but can further affect the measurement of 

incivility. 

2.3.2 Forms and Sub-Concepts of Incivility - Easy or Easy to Measure? 

Besides empirical work on the context-dependent perception of incivility, research fur-

ther examined if different forms of incivility are perceived as differently harmful and severe. In 

an experimental study, Muddiman (2017) investigated whether users perceived so-called per-

sonal-level incivility, including insults, obscene, or emotional language, differently from pub-

lic-level incivility that violated democratic norms, and found that personal-level incivility was 

perceived as the more severe. In a later survey among 1,000 Americans, Muddiman (2019) 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/1461670X.2021.2017793
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found that participants perceived name-calling, profanity, and personal attacks as more uncivil 

than partisan conflict or descriptions of uncooperative behavior of politicians. These results 

coincide with findings of two surveys by Kenski and colleagues (2020), which showed that 

name-calling and vulgarity were perceived as more uncivil than, for example, pejorative for 

speech or lying accusations. Results of an online experiment by Bormann and colleagues (2023) 

are also in line with these findings. The authors found that participants of online discussions 

evaluated insults and vulgarity as more severe than other norm violations, including stereotyp-

ing, false information, and topic deviation. Additionally, an experiment by Kalch and Naab 

(2017) showed that users rather engaged with comments, for example, by flagging, that in-

cluded explicit insults, vulgarity, or abusive language. These differences in perception of the 

harmfulness of incivility also play a role in comment moderation by journalists or moderators. 

Muddiman and Stroud (2017) analyzed the moderation of the “New York Times” online forum 

and found that journalists rather reacted to swear words than to other forms of incivility and 

further, comments including swear words were more likely to be removed by them. 

Empirical studies not only suggest that distinct forms of incivility are perceived as dif-

ferently harmful but are also differently straightforward to identify. Based on their analysis of 

the “New York Times” online forum, Muddiman and Stroud (2017) assumed that journalists 

reacted more to comments that include swearing, not only because they were perceived as more 

severe, but also because swear words were easier to detect. They concluded that journalists 

therefore might find it easier to justify the rejection of a comment. At the same time, deleting 

comments based on other forms of incivility such as profanity would be more difficult to com-

prehend. Boberg and colleagues (2018) also conclude in their content analysis study that swear-

ing and obscene language are easier to identify than more subtle forms of incivility, also for 

algorithms. Interestingly, research further supports the assumption that what people state to 

consider as severely uncivil may differ from what they actually perceive. In a survey among 

members of the online activist group #ichbinhier by Ziegele and colleagues (2020) participants 

stated that they considered both incivility such as insults and incivility that, for example, re-

jected democracy, as equally harmful. In her focus group study, Bormann (2022) also found 

that actors tended to evaluate not only incivility such as insults or name-calling as highly severe, 

but also incivility that violates democratic norms, such as doubting freedom of press, free 

speech, or questioning democracy. However, in a related online experiment where the percep-

tion of forms of incivility were tested, participants voted the letter as less severe (Bormann et 

al., 2023). Muddiman (2019) also found that when asked about severity of incivility, people 
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primarily mentioned violations of democratic norms. However, when confronted with incivility 

in an experimental setting, they were likely to find incivility on a personal level such as insults 

as more harmful. One reason for these findings might be that swear words, insults, or personal 

attacks are easier to identify than, for example, anti-democratic or stereotyping statements that 

might be expressed in a more implicit way. In sum, research suggests that different forms of 

incivility are perceived as differently severe and are differently straight-forward to identify, 

both for different actors of online discussions and for algorithms. In addition to the context-

dependency of incivility, these deviations pose an additional challenge for the definition and 

the measurement of uncivil content. 

2.3.3 Incivility as a Challenge for Standardized, Text-Based Methods 

Research designs to investigate the prevalence of incivility require methods that meas-

ure incivility based on textual data. Quantitative content analysis is a genuine communication 

science method and is applied to manually analyze large samples of text documents in a stand-

ardized manner (Früh, 2015; Krippendorff, 2018; Rössler, 2017). Based on an underlying the-

oretical framework, categories are derived and operationalized to be then measured based on 

text. In the sense of standardized, quantitative measurement, much effort is done to ensure that 

a concept is perceived equally by several coders (or annotators). To this end, comprehensive 

coding instructions are developed to provide an equal understanding of, here, uncivil content, 

usually followed by extensive training of the coders and several reliability tests (Hayes & Krip-

pendorff, 2007). The reliability of measurement, meaning that a concept is perceived and meas-

ured equally among coders or researchers, is a key quality criterion of quantitative content anal-

ysis. From the perspective of standardized methods, this attempt is straightforward, since sam-

ples are later coded by only one person in most cases and hence, individual deviations in the 

measurement could distort the meaningfulness of research results. 

Yet, previous research allows the assumption that incivility is a concept challenging to 

detect with text-based methods (e.g., Bormann et al., 2022; Bormann & Ziegele, 2023; Chen, 

2017; Chen et al., 2019). First, because what is perceived as uncivil or not is greatly influenced 

by the individual or situational context, which is usually not fully reflected in the text, but lies 

in the eye of the recipient (Herbst, 2010). Second, different forms of incivility are perceived as 

differently severe and furthermore, are not equally straightforward to identify. In their concep-

tualization of incivility, Bormann and colleagues (2022) argue that incivility as a form of norm 

violation is determined by the perception and disapproval of users. Nevertheless, the authors 
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also state that the factor of perception and the resulting variance is not considered in the method 

of quantitative content analysis, as it contradicts the assumptions of standardized measurement. 

So far, communication scholars have considered the context-dependent deviations of incivility 

perception rather as measurement error and hence, a methodological side issue that stands in 

the way of valid and reliable measurement (e.g., Bormann & Ziegele, 2023). With the growing 

relevance of algorithm-based moderation, however, the question of how incivility is to be de-

fined and to be measured validly becomes a pressing research question itself that affects several 

disciplines and areas of research, such as computer science and artificial intelligence research. 

2.4 Conclusion and Takeaways 

Among incivility scholars the understanding of what exactly incivility determines var-

ies. A great body of research conceptualized incivility as a violation of deliberative and demo-

cratic norms that hinders democratic discourse between citizens (e.g., Andersson et al., 2014; 

Brooks & Geer, 2007; Coe et al., 2014; Kalch & Naab, 2017; Hwang et al., 2018; Rowe, 2015). 

Other scholars understand incivility as a form of impoliteness that contradicts norms of respect 

between participants (e.g., Brown & Levinson, 1987; Chen & Lu, 2017; Mutz & Reeves, 2005). 

In societal discourse and in neighboring disciplines, further concepts related to incivility are 

established, for example, hate speech, as a specifically harmful form of incivility, as well as 

offensive and toxic language (e.g., van Aken et al., 2018; Zampieri et al., 2019). However, 

scholars agree that what constitutes incivility is always a question of context and individual 

perception. Research has identified multiple factors that influence what is perceived as uncivil 

or not, for example, individual background (e.g., Kenski et al., 2020), platform policies (e.g., 

Diakopoulos & Naaman, 2011), and the role a person holds in a discussion (e.g., Bormann, 

2022). Moreover, studies revealed that different forms of incivility are perceived as differently 

harmful. In experimental settings, users tended to evaluate swearing and insults as more severe 

than incivility that, for example, undermines democratic norms (e.g., Bormann et al., 2023; 

Muddiman, 2019). One explanation might be that obvious forms of incivility including swear 

words or insults are easier to recognize (e.g., Boberg et al., 2018; Muddiman & Stroud, 2017). 

The variations on the perceptual level of incivility have major effects of its valid, reliable meas-

urement. Meanwhile, these challenges not only arise for standardized content analysis, but also 

for algorithm-based moderation systems that recently have gained popularity among several 

platforms and providers of online discussions (Beuting, 2021). As modern machine learning-
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based applications are designed to replicate human decisions, the question of how to decide 

what constitutes incivility increasingly concerns the research field of artificial intelligence.  
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3 Machine Learning - Expertise from Computer Science 

Latest developments in artificial intelligence and machine learning have transformed 

our society remarkably and have influenced a variety of research and application areas. Among 

them, one major field is natural language processing (NLP). Meanwhile, the automated detec-

tion of concepts related to incivility such as hate speech, toxicity, or offensive language has 

evolved into an established NLP task, usually approached as a supervised learning problem 

(classification). That means that a machine learning model is trained to identify uncivil content 

based on human decisions (see chapter 3.1.1). Over the past years, several approaches including 

deep learning and feature-based learning have successfully been applied to the task of incivility 

classification (chapter 3.1.2 and 3.1.3). This chapter will give an overview on different machine 

learning approaches and methods in NLP with a focus on incivility classification and its meth-

odological challenges. 

3.1 Natural Language and Artificial Intelligence 

In the last 25 years, innovations in artificial intelligence and machine learning have had 

a profound impact on research and society. The simultaneous increase of computational power, 

digitally available data, and the development of complex, powerful algorithms have enabled 

significant advances in artificial intelligence across a wide range of industries and research ar-

eas (Crawford, 2021; Jordan & Mitchell, 2015). Among them, one major field is NLP, which 

can be described as a collection of computational tools and techniques to analyze and represent 

human language (Chowdhary, 2020; Nadkarni et al., 2011). However, natural language remains 

a demanding and challenging data type for mathematical and statistical modeling. One major 

reason is that natural language is arbitrary. That is, the meaning of, for example, words, is not 

logically derivable from text or speech, but is shaped through convention and context. Second, 

natural language is ambiguous. That means that oftentimes context information is needed to 

understand the meaning of a word or an expression. This ambiguity can appear on several levels 

of language, for example, in the form of synonymy of words or of the intention of the statement 

(Navigli, 2009). 

The computational analysis of natural language as a genuine expression of human intel-

ligence has been connected to artificial intelligence research since its early beginnings. How-

ever, it was not before the late 1980s that machine learning provoked a significant shift in the 

landscape of NLP (Jones, 1994). Before this turn, the vast majority of scholars in the fields of 
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linguistics, psychology, as well as artificial intelligence and NLP agreed on the belief that in-

telligent systems have to be created by hand coding knowledge, rules of decision making, or 

mechanisms for reasoning, into them (Manning & Schütze, 1999; Chomsky, 1965; Chomsky, 

1986). Stimulated by grammatical theories developed in linguistics between the 1950s and the 

1970s, this trend has dominated NLP research during this twenty-years period of time (Jones, 

1994). In the late 1970, however, predictive modeling became more present in artificial intelli-

gence research and in NLP (Johri et al. 2021). Even though important achievements were made 

in this time that have been crucial for nowadays machine learning algorithms, it needed another 

20 years to take the step to the current state of research in machine learning - deep learning 

(Schmidhuber, 2015). In contrast to former approaches, in deep learning a programmer or re-

searcher does not provide rules for decision making. Instead, the algorithm itself deduces the 

process of mapping an input to an output. While earlier attempts have failed due to limited data 

and low computational power, technological advances and huge amounts of digitally available 

data pioneered the success of deep learning, which now represents the current state of the art in 

artificial intelligence and NLP (LeCun et al., 2015). 

3.1.1 Supervised vs. Unsupervised Learning 

Currently, the vast majority of state-of-the-art machine learning applications are built 

on supervised learning (Schmidhuber, 2015). In supervised learning, an algorithm learns from 

examples, which oftentimes means human decisions. Here, the goal is to model a statistical 

relationship between input (features, independent variable) and output (dependent variable), for 

example, the relation between written words and the content or meaning of a text. A well-trained 

model will eventually be able to predict the outcome values for new, unseen data, where the 

output values are not known (Bishop, 2006). For supervised learning, a sufficient amount of 

labeled data is needed for training. That means, not only the input but also the output values 

must be available in the training data. Is the output value categorical, it is called class or cate-

gory and the task is called classification. In recent years, the automated identification of con-

cepts related to incivility including hate speech (e.g., Burnap & Williams, 2015; Davidson et 

al., 2017; Ross et al., 2017), offensive language (e.g., Zampieri et al., 2020; Wiegand et al., 

2018), and toxicity (Georgakopoulos et al., 2018; Risch & Krestel, 2020; van Aken et al., 2018) 

has become a novel, important classification task in NLP. In this task, documents such as user 

comments or Tweets are labeled by human annotators who decide whether a document contains 

incivility or not. Based on this labeled data, a model is trained to predict the incivility of a 
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comment. Even though deep learning has widely been used in the past few years, simpler fea-

tures-based approaches are still being applied for classification tasks (see chapter 3.1.2). 

In contrast to supervised learning, the goal of unsupervised learning is not to correctly 

predict a particular outcome, but to model underlying patterns in the data that cannot be detected 

by the human eye. Unsupervised learning approaches usually have the goal of some kind of 

dimensionality reduction and the advantage of being less expensive in terms of data resources 

than supervised learning, since no labeled data is needed for training (Bishop, 2006). Today, 

several unsupervised learning approaches are established in NLP. A widely used approach is 

topic modeling, which is the process of extracting topics in a collection of documents. Popular 

topic modeling algorithms include latent semantic analysis (Dumais et al., 1988; Valdez et al., 

2018), probabilistic latent semantic analysis (Brants et al., 2002; Hofmann, 1999), and latent 

dirichlet allocation (LDA, Blei et al., 2003). While these algorithms differ in detail, they build 

on the shared underlying assumptions that a document includes a distribution of several topics. 

This assumption is usually fulfilled in journalistic news articles and related document types, 

which is one reason why topic modeling has been adapted quickly in communication science 

(Maier et al., 2018). As a combination of supervised and unsupervised approaches, so called 

semi-supervised learning, makes use of both labeled and unlabeled data. Semi-supervised learn-

ing allows the processing of large sets of unlabeled data, while a smaller amount of labeled data 

is used for specific training. These methods are of particular interest for scenarios where only 

few labeled data is available due to high costs (Van Engelen & Hoos, 2020). 

3.1.2 Deep Learning vs. Feature-Based Learning 

In addition to the division into supervised and unsupervised learning, machine learning 

approaches can further be distinguished into deep learning and feature-based learning (e.g., 

Risch, 2020). Many recent achievements in artificial intelligence that gained wide attention 

were accomplished through supervised approaches with deep learning, for example, image clas-

sification to recognize faces or objects (e.g., Krizhevsky et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2019). Deep 

learning algorithms are based on artificial neural networks, which consist of staged layers of 

multiple connected processing elements, also called neurons (LeCun et al., 2015; Schmidhuber, 

2015). There exist several types and architectures of neural networks (Goldberg, 2016). Two 

main types are recurrent neural networks (RNNs; Rumelhart et al., 1986), including long short-

term memory networks (LSTM; Gers et al., 2000; Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997), and con-

volutional neural networks (CNNs; Fukushima, 1980; LeCun et at., 1998). Due to their specific 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/artificial-neural-network
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architecture, RNNs have been proven especially useful for NLP tasks. The circular connection 

of layers allows access to previously processed information during training, such as previous 

words in a sentence, which can be helpful where the sequence of inputs (e.g., the sequence of 

words) contains information for prediction. RNNs have successfully been applied to several 

NLP tasks, such as text classification (e.g., Jelodar et al., 2020; Pavlopoulos et al., 2017; Wang 

et al., 2015) or machine translation, which is the task of translating one language into another 

(e.g., Rivera-Trigueros, 2022). Also for incivility classification, RNNs have successfully been 

applied (e.g., Bisht et al., 2020; Sadeque et al., 2019; see chapter 4.2.1). CNNs, on the other 

hand, are preferable when local indicators, for example, single words, are expected to have great 

predictive value for class membership, regardless of their position in the document or sequence 

(Goldberg, 2016). For example, signal words such as insults in a comment can increase the 

probability that the whole comment will be classified as uncivil. Approaches based on CNNs 

have also achieved noticeable results in several NLP tasks, for example, question answering 

(e.g., Dong et al., 2015; Ishwari et al., 2019) and text classification (e.g., Johnson & Zhang, 

2015; Nguyen & Grishman, 2015; Wang et al., 2015), including incivility classification (e.g., 

Taradhita et al., 2021). 

In NLP, neural networks usually contain a word embedding layer as input. In contrast 

to word frequency representations (bag-of-words), word embeddings display words and rela-

tions between words in a vector space where words with similar meaning happen to have similar 

vector representations. Therefore, they are able to consider word context (neighboring words) 

to some extent (Mikolov et al., 2013). Popular word embedding frameworks are word2vec 

(Mikolov et al., 2013), Glove (Pennington et al., 2014), and fasttext (Bojanowski et al., 2017), 

which have marked an important advance for deep learning in NLP. As the input layer in a 

neural network, word embeddings are trained within the model on a specific task, such as inci-

vility classification. However, word embeddings are not designed to model a relationship be-

tween input and output, but rather learn a general understanding of how words are arranged and 

related to each other. Therefore, word embeddings are also useful as stand-alone, unsupervised 

models, for example, to analyze relations and map patterns in a certain corpus (e.g., Andrich & 

Domahidi, 2022; Andrich et al., 2023; Kroon et al., 2021; Mikolov et al., 2013; see also chapter 

3.1.1). 

Before neural networks were applied for a broad spectrum of NLP applications, simpler 

linear, feature-based modeling dominated machine learning for many years, including algo-

rithms such as decision trees, linear regression, or support vector machines (Boser, et al., 1992; 
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Spertus, 1997). Whereas deep learning models can handle millions of parameters to fit the data, 

feature-based algorithms include only a few parameters and (pre-engineered) features (Gold-

berg, 2016). Even though powerful deep learning approaches marked a remarkable shift in NLP 

problem solving, feature-based approaches are still commonly used because they are less de-

manding in terms of training data and computational power. Furthermore, theory-driven, pre-

engineered features and rules can provide a higher degree of explainability and inference on the 

effects of single features. Schmidt and Wiegand (2017) presented an overview study on differ-

ent features that have been used to classify different forms of hate speech in recent years. Their 

findings revealed that researchers applied a variety of features, usually combined with bag-of-

words features, meaning (weighted) frequencies of unigrams (single expressions, most often 

words) or n-grams (combinations of expressions, most often words), to represent a document. 

While bag-of-words features are reported to be highly predictive for class membership of doc-

uments, they have been enhanced with additional syntactic or semantic information, for exam-

ple, part of speech (POS) information, meaning the syntactic function of a word (e.g., Xu et al., 

2012), or dependency relationships (e.g., Burnap & Williams, 2015; Burnap & Williams, 2016; 

Chen et al., 2012; Nobata et al., 2016). Other approaches included additional lexical resources 

to engineer features for prediction, for example, publicly available word lists of general or 

group-specific hate-related terms (e.g., Burnap & Williams, 2016; Schmidt & Wiegand, 2017). 

However, these collections are often language-specific and only few resources are available for 

the classification of incivility, especially for German-language data. 

Both deep learning and feature-based learning have proven as reasonable choices for 

NLP problems depending on preconditions and intentions. While deep learning is considered 

more powerful and to achieve higher accuracy, statistical relations are very complex and almost 

impossible to comprehend and understand by humans. Furthermore, deep learning is very de-

manding in terms of data richness, which usually means data quantity. For smaller data sets 

feature-based learning can still achieve satisfactory results, while deep learning approaches 

might be too complex to work with a limited amount of training data. Moreover, feature-based 

learning can be preferable over deep learning when human knowledge about rules of decision 

making or data characteristics can fruitfully factor into a model and might be helpful to identify 

a certain concept. 
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3.1.3 Transformers and Pre-trained Large Language Models 

More recently, so-called large language models (LLMs) marked a remarkable shift in NLP 

research. LLMs are neural networks, which are based on transformers, a specific neural net-

work architecture that was presented by Vaswani and colleagues from Google research lab in 

2017 (Vaswani et al., 2017). Based on transformers, two of the currently most popular LLMs 

have been released in 2018, namely GPT (Generative Pretrained Transformer, Radford et al., 

2018) and BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, Devlin et al., 

2018). Even though both models differ in specific terms of training, the general idea of the 

training process is comparable. In a first step, the models are pre-trained on up to several 

petabytes of unlabeled text documents, while huge numbers of parameters enable very complex 

representations of the data. Later, the pre-trained models can be fine-tuned on a smaller, labeled 

data set to solve a specific task, for example, incivility classification. The innovative trans-

former architecture is based on the so-called attention mechanism. This novel mechanism in-

cludes two neural networks, encoder and decoder, that allow a kind of self-supervised learning. 

That means that while training, the model can show itself examples to learn from in an iterative 

process between encoder and decoder (Devlin et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2018; Vaswani et al., 

2017). While models of the GPT-family learn by guessing what is most likely to come next in 

a sentence, BERT learns by predicting missing (masked) parts of a sentence (also referred to as 

masked language models) (Balestriero et al., 2023; Devlin et al., 2018). In recent years, LLMs 

based on transformers have continued to evolve (e.g., Brown et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2019; Rad-

ford et al., 2019) and still set the current state of the art for most NLP problems (Khurana et al., 

2023). 

The two-step training procedure of LLMs has the main advantage that major resources 

regarding computation and data need to be raised only once. The exhaustive pre-training pro-

cess is further conducted on unlabeled data, which usually means that more data is available at 

lower costs. Instead of training a whole model from scratch, a pre-trained language model can 

then be transferred and adjusted (e.g., fine-tuned) using a significantly smaller amount of com-

putational power and labeled data. Despite these advantages, the downside of this two-step pro-

cedure is a loss of control and transparency. Researchers are dependent on the availability of 

suitable, off-the-shelf models. Further, to use a pre-trained model, it has to fit the down-stream 

task regarding data characteristics, such as language or text type. In June 2019, deepset released 

the first freely available BERT model for German language that has been trained on 12 GB of 

German-language online data (deepset, 2019). Meanwhile, multiple BERT models are available 
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for languages other than English, for example, CamemBERT (for French, Martin et al., 2019), 

AraBERT (for Arabic, Antoun et al., 2020), or KR-BERT (for Korean, Lee et al., 2020). For 

incivility classification as well as for many classification tasks, approaches based on BERT and 

its derivatives such as RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) remain the current state of the art (Satapara 

et al., 2022; Zampieri et al., 2023). 

3.2 The Data in Machine Learning 

Overall, data is considered the most significant element of machine learning that greatly 

affects a model’s performance and outcome. Alongside the technological process in computing, 

the availability of great amounts of digital data first enabled powerful deep learning approaches 

and thus, led the ground for nowadays success of artificial intelligence (LeCun et al., 2015; 

Schmidhuber, 2015). Due to the crucial role of data quantity and its associated costs, machine 

learning research sometimes addresses the question of suitable data in a somewhat pragmatic 

way. Since labeled data is usually scarce and expensive, free access to a data set remains a 

strong argument, even though it may not be a perfect fit for the current use case or task. For 

example, large data sets that have been compiled once and that are available freely are continued 

to be used as reference or benchmark data sets to develop and evaluate novel approaches and 

applications (Crawford, 2021). For NLP, among these established data sets is the Large Movie 

Review Dataset (Maas et al., 2011), which contains several thousand movie reviews from the 

Internet Movie Database (IMDb) and remains a popular training and benchmark data set for 

sentiment analysis research (e.g., Qaisar, 2020; Yasen & Tedmori, 2019). 

However, NLP tasks usually face the challenge of high context dependency. Character-

istics of the training data regarding text type and source may not fit the specific use case or task, 

which can limit the usefulness of available data sets. For example, language patterns and vo-

cabulary can differ strongly between journalistic and user-generated content. Furthermore, data 

sets in languages other than English are still rare for many NLP tasks. This issue concerns both 

available benchmark data sets and off-the-shelf language models, such as BERT. For the task 

of incivility classification, there are some data sets available, which, however, often address 

one sub-concept of incivility, such as offensive language (e.g., Davidson et al., 2017), hate 

speech (e.g., Albadi et al., 2018; Bohra et al., 2018; Davidson et al., 2017), or bullying (Tah-

masbi & Rastegari, 2018). For the German language, the number of available resources is even 

more limited (exceptions are Ross et al., 2017; Wiegand et al., 2018). Even though these public 

data sets can be valuable for classifying incivility, they are often of limited use for specific 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37086494532
https://aclanthology.org/people/a/aditya-bohra/
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research questions due to limitations regarding the sample (e.g., in terms of quantity or time 

span) and the conceptualization of incivility (Vidgen & Derczynski, 2020). 

3.3 The Human in Machine Learning or What is a Good Model?   

Currently, the majority of machine learning applications are built, at least partially, on 

supervised learning (Bishop, 2006; Schmidhuber, 2015). Here, models are trained to reproduce 

decisions in the training data (see chapter 3.1.2). In supervised learning, these usually human-

generated decisions are also referred to as gold standard or ground truth (Basile et al., 2021). 

For many applications huge amounts of labeled data are needed for training. To not exceed 

costs, training data is often created with the help of crowd annotation. Here, comments are not 

labeled by researchers or experts, but by several hundred or thousands of crowd workers that 

are accessed via a commercial provider (Haselmayer & Jenny, 2017; Lind et al., 2017). The 

crowd coding approach is mostly established in industry, for example, for sentiment analysis in 

product reviews or image classification. Meanwhile, numerous commercial platforms offer this 

service (Crawford, 2021). In contrast to communication science content analysis, the final gold 

standard labels in crowd-annotated data are not based on the decision of one coder, but are 

calculated by majority voting or averaging the decisions of several coders (Alm, 2011; Basile 

et al., 2021; Romberg, 2022). 

For supervised learning, the performance of a model is measured by to what extent the 

predicted values correspond with these gold standard labels. There exist several measurements 

that indicate the agreement between predicted and true values. The simplest measurement is the 

accuracy, which measures the amounts of matching values between model and gold standard. 

In machine learning, the accuracy is an established measurement and is reported in most cases 

to give an impression of overall model performance. In this sense, a “good” model is defined 

as a model that achieves high accuracy, meaning a high agreement with the gold standard. For 

many research questions, however, it is important how a model performs in one specific class, 

for example, in identifying uncivil in contrast to not uncivil comments. There are several 

measures to report the performance within one specific class (e.g., either uncivil or not uncivil), 

including the F1 score, recall, and precision (Zhou, 2021). Based on these measures the macro 

F1 score can be calculated, which is usually defined as average mean of recall and precision 

over all classes and hence, provides an informative overall performance measure for a classifi-

cation model. 

https://www.google.de/search?hl=de&tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Zhi-Hua+Zhou%22
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As supervised learning models are optimized to achieve a high agreement with the (hu-

man) decisions in the training data, the question of how and by whom the data is labeled is 

crucial, especially for decisions that are subjective to some degree. Studies revealed that the 

decisions of coders are dependent on several factors, including knowledge, background, gender, 

and personal perceptions (e.g., Dixon et al., 2018; Vidgen et al., 2019; Wich et al., 2020). A 

study by Binns and colleagues (2017) showed that male and female coders labeled toxicity 

differently and suggest that demographic factors should be considered in annotation (Binns et 

al., 2017). Ross and colleagues (2017) found that coders did not share a common understanding 

of what incivility is, regardless of whether they had received coding instructions or not. These 

findings are in line with empirical and conceptual research on incivility, which suggest that the 

perception of incivility is context dependent and subjective (e.g., Chen et al, 2019; Herbst, 

2010) and thus, questions the assumption of one common perception. 

3.4 Conclusion and Takeaways 

Latest developments in machine learning have marked a remarkable performance in-

crease for numerous NLP tasks, including document classification. For incivility classification, 

there exists a variety of approaches, including several feature-based and deep learning tech-

niques (Schmidt & Wiegand, 2017). Lately, the introduction of LLMs such as BERT (Devlin 

et al., 2018) have marked a significant shift in the NLP landscape. For many tasks, LLMs that 

have been pre-trained once using enormous data amounts and computing resources can be trans-

ferred and fine-tuned on a smaller labeled data set to solve a specific problem, such as incivility 

classification. Although this approach has proven to be powerful, it comes with the disad-

vantage of low transparency and control as well as dependency on third parties. In general, pre-

trained models, data sets, and other NLP resources are rare for German, especially for specific 

research questions. For incivility classification, only few data sets are available for research that 

are further limited regarding sampling and the conceptualization of incivility (Ross et al., 2017; 

Wiegand et al., 2018). As creating sufficient training data sets is often expensive, machine 

learning research usually employs a great number of crowd workers instead of intensively train-

ing a handful of coders. Usually, the final crowd-annotated values are then aggregated to one 

gold standard label via majority voting or averaging (Basile et al., 2021). Even though working 

with trained coders in quantitative content analysis and the more intuitive crowd annotation 

with untrained crowd workers differ in the specific procedure, both approaches aim for one 

unique, standardized measure. For incivility, however, research suggests that perception varies 
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depending on several individual and contextual factors (e.g., Binns et al., 2017; Chen et al., 

2019; Herbst, 2010; Wich et al., 2020). Hence, the idea of one common perception of what 

constitutes incivility can be questioned. In this sense, the question arises how “good” a machine 

learning model for incivility detection can really be, if the quality of the prediction is usually 

measured based on an averaged perception of crowd workers, whose views are further influ-

enced by multiple factors. This discrepancy will be a major challenge for the classification of 

incivility, both in research and for machine learning-based moderation systems. 
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4 Contributions of this Thesis 

This cumulative dissertation addresses the overall research question of how to measure 

incivility using machine learning methods. To this end, I combine conceptual and theoretical 

knowledge of the communication science research subject incivility with state-of-the-art ma-

chine learning methods from computer science and artificial intelligence research. In this chap-

ter, I present and discuss the contributions of the seven research articles of the cumulus related 

to three further subordinate research questions. In chapter 4.1, I address the initial question: To 

what extent can incivility be measured using machine learning methods? Therefore, I present 

how publication [1] and [2] contribute to the current state of research on incivility classification 

for German-language online discussions and what assumptions about the measurability of inci-

vility can be derived from this work. Chapter 4.2. deals with the question of how machine learn-

ing can extend and elaborate communication science research on incivility. Publications [3], 

[4], and [5] contribute to this question by showing how machine learning can be integrated at 

different points of the communication science research process, including research questions, 

research designs, and methods. Finally, in chapter 4.3 I address the question of what methodo-

logical challenges communication scholars face with machine learning-based incivility classi-

fication and how they can be overcome. For this purpose, I present the contributions of research 

articles [6] and [7], which discuss various pitfalls of incivility classification and present and 

evaluate approaches to conquer them. 

4.1 State of Research - Incivility Detection Using Machine Learning 

In this chapter I, address the question: To what extent can incivility be measured using 

machine learning methods? To this end, I present the contributions of the research articles [1] 

and [2] to the current state of research on the detection of incivility in German-language online 

discussions and derive assumptions about the measurability of incivility using current machine 

learning methods. In research article [1] “hpiDEDIS at GermEval 2019: Offensive Language 

Identification using a German BERT model” (Risch, Stoll, Krestel, & Ziegele, 2019), we first 

applied and evaluated a German BERT model on the task of incivility classification, taking an 

important step towards the use of LLMs for this specific research question. In publication [2] 

“Overview of the GermEval 2021 shared task on the identification of toxic, engaging, and fact-

claiming comments” (Risch, Stoll, Wilms, & Wiegand, 2021), we introduced the proceedings 

of the latest GermEval shared task on incivility classification. This task contributes both a 
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benchmark data set for incivility detection for German-language online discussions and a com-

parative format to provide an overview over current approaches to this task. 

4.1.1 Current Approaches to Incivility Detection 

The ongoing application, adjustment, and evaluation of new approaches to specific tasks 

is an important part of machine learning research. In recent years, LLMs such as BERT (Devlin 

et al., 2018) have achieved remarkable performances on several NLP downstream tasks. LLMs 

are usually pre-trained on a huge corpus of unlabeled documents and are then fine-tuned on a 

smaller, specific data set of labeled documents (see chapter 3.1.3). To use such LLMs for clas-

sification the data a model has been pre-trained on must fit the specific research subject. In NLP 

the most obvious requirement is a fit regarding language. However, BERT presented by Devlin 

and colleagues in 2018 was first exclusively trained on English-language data (Devlin et al., 

2018). After the authors had released the model to open-source in late 2018, researchers from 

different nations were able to reproduce BERT on new data and apply it to tasks in languages 

other than English. In publication [1] “hpiDEDIS at GermEval 2019: Offensive Language Iden-

tification using a German BERT model” (Risch, Stoll, Krestel, & Ziegele, 2019), we have been 

among the first to apply and evaluate an off-the-shelf BERT model for incivility classification 

that had been pre-trained on German-language data, which was provided by deepset in 2019 for 

research purposes (deepset, 2019). The model was trained on 12 GB of German-language data, 

including the German portion of the Wikipedia dump, Open Legal Data dump, and German 

news articles. The model is case sensitive, meaning upper and lower case was taken into account 

for training. Publication [1] is part of the GermEval 2019 Shared Task on the Identification of 

Offensive Language (Struß et al., 2019) that invited research teams to develop approaches for 

the identification of different forms of offensive language in Tweets, including profanity, in-

sults, abuse, and explicit and implicit offensive language. GermEval is a series of shared task 

evaluation campaigns endorsed by the German Society for Computational Linguistics (GSCL), 

an association that focuses on NLP for the German language and provides a variety of tasks and 

topics. Teams from academia and industry can participate to develop, evaluate, and present 

approaches on a provided data set. Within this shared task, we have been among the first teams 

that applied a German BERT model for incivility classification. In our approach, we further 

developed an innovative strategy to create an ensemble of multiple model predictions using soft 

majority voting. This method is promising, since results usually differ between runs due to 
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varying initialization weights for the prediction head of the model. Using this ensemble strat-

egy, the final predictions are less dependent on the random weights of a single run. Within the 

competition, our approach achieved the best result for binary implicit vs. explicit offensive lan-

guage classification with a macro-average F1 score of 73.1 (accuracy= 86.8) on the provided 

test set. Moreover, our approach achieved 76.4 on the coarse-grained binary classification task 

(offensive vs. not offensive) and 51.2 macro-average F1 score on fine-grained classification 

(profane vs. abuse vs. insult, for further details of the task description see Struß et al., 2019). In 

contrast to earlier GermEval tasks (e.g., Wiegand et al., 2018), at GermEval 2019 all best per-

forming approaches (coarse-grained accuracy= 76.4; fine-grained accuracy= 73.6) first applied 

a BERT-based approach (e.g., Paraschiv & Cercel, 2019). Therefore, this shared task marked a 

significant shift for incivility classification using machine learning methods towards LLM-

based approaches (Struß et al., 2019). 

4.1.2 Providing Benchmark Formats and Data Sets 

The accumulating process of machine learning research is supported by the provision 

of benchmark data sets, tasks, and formats with a comparative aspect. Formats such as the Ger-

mEval shared tasks can not only map the current state of research for a specific problem, but 

further provide access to benchmark data sets for training and testing novel approaches. Espe-

cially for supervised learning, these data sets are of great value as the creation of labeled data 

is often very costly (see chapter 3.2). Inspired by the popular international format SemEval 

(Zampieri et al., 2019; Zampieri et al., 2020), the GermEval shared tasks constitute an estab-

lished format for offensive language detection in the German-language NLP community (e.g., 

Benikova et al., 2014; Wojatzki et al., 2017). With publication [2] “Overview of the GermEval 

2021 shared task on the identification of toxic, engaging, and fact-claiming comments” (Risch, 

Stoll, Wilms, & Wiegand, 2021), we continued the previous GermEval 2018 and 2019 shared 

tasks on offensive language identification in 2021 (Struß et al., 2019; Wiegand et al., 2018). 

For the GermEval 2021 shared task, we provided an extensive, high-quality data set for incivil-

ity classification that further included two novel classes, namely engaging and fact-claiming 

comments. The class “engaging” served as a collective category of high-quality user contribu-

tions that is based on deliberative quality (e.g., Dahlberg, 2001; Fraser, 1990; Habermas, 1996). 

The classification of fact-claiming comments aimed to identify contributions that included as-

sertions and external sources. Since this publication is also directed at practitioners and scholars 

from other disciplines, we used the term toxicity as a synonym for incivility as incivility is 
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primarily established in communication science. Incivility was operationalized based on the 

framework by Papacharissi (2004) and is composed of violation of politeness and deliberative 

norms, including screaming, vulgar language, insults, sarcasm, discrimination, discreditation, 

and accusation of lying. The provided data set included 4,188 labeled Facebook user comments 

of a German public television broadcaster and was annotated using a theory-based annotation 

scheme. The intercoder agreement between the coders was at a satisfactory level of 0.72 (Krip-

pendorff’s alpha) and higher in all categories. Overall, the data set included 1,472 comments 

labeled as uncivil (35.1 percent), 1,118 comments labeled as engaging (26.7 percent), and 1,417 

comments labeled as fact-claiming (33.8 percent). With our sampling strategy for the training 

and testing data, we followed a real-world application scenario where the sample a classifier is 

trained on is preceded by the test set in time. In sum, 15 teams participated in the shared tasks 

and submitted 87 system runs. The best performing teams achieved a macro-average F1 score 

of 71.8 for incivility, 70.0 for engaging, and 76.3 for fact-claiming comment classification (bi-

nary). The majority of teams applied a BERT-based approach and fine-tuned a pre-trained 

model on the training data. It has been shown that among these rather similar approaches, the 

setting of hyper-parameters significantly affected the final performances. Hence, the access to 

high-performance computing appeared to have great influence on the fine-tuning process and 

thus, the final performance of an approach. 

With the 2021 GermEval shared task, we provided a novel and high-quality data set that 

can serve as a benchmark for both incivility classification and the identification of the two cat-

egories engaging and fact-claiming. Such data sets are of particular value, since the number of 

comparable data sets, especially for the German language, is very small (see chapter 3.2). The 

labeled data sets have been released in anonymized form and are freely available for research 

purposes. With the proposed set of categories, we aim to address contemporary needs of com-

munity managers and moderators to not only react to uncivil comments but also to highlight 

and engage with high quality content and further, support the still manually executed task of 

fact-checking. In sum, this publication provides an overview of the capabilities and challenges 

of current approaches to incivility classification and marks an important reference for research-

ers in academia and industry that are working on algorithm-based content moderation for Ger-

man-language online discussions. 
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4.2 Machine Learning for Incivility and Communication Science Research 

In recent years, machine learning methods have become more visible in communication 

science, although they are not fully established yet. So far, there is still a lack of work that 

bridges the gap between machine learning as a method of computer science and communication 

science research. In this chapter, I address the question of how machine learning can extend 

and elaborate communication science research on incivility at different points in the commu-

nication science research process, including research designs, research questions, and research 

methods. The three research articles [3], [4], and [5] contribute to the consolidating line of 

research consisting of methodological work, case studies, and best practice studies that demon-

strate how machine learning can enhance communication science research on incivility. 

4.2.1 Automated Content Analysis and Computational Communication Science 

As a genuine communication science method, quantitative content analysis is firmly 

anchored in communication science research (Früh, 2015; Loosen & Scholl, 2012; Rössler, 

2017). It is therefore not surprising that the analysis of text documents with automated or com-

putational methods is referred to as automated content analysis as an umbrella term for NLP 

approaches and methods that are applied to content analysis research questions (Boumans & 

Trilling, 2018; Brosius et al., 2022). Even though the work by Scharkow in 2012 can be con-

sidered an early milestone for automated content analysis with machine learning in communi-

cation science, machine learning methods are establishing slowly alongside more basic, de-

scriptive NLP techniques (Boumans & Trilling, 2018; Scharkow, 2012). Especially dictionaries 

have become very popular for automated content analysis. In dictionary approaches, a list of 

predefined expressions is matched with text documents to classify them into certain categories 

of content. In contrast to rather complex machine learning methods, approaches based on dic-

tionaries or word counts have the advantage of being low-threshold and easy to apply within 

several software solutions and without requiring advanced programming skills (Günther & 

Quandt, 2018; Lind et al., 2019). Meanwhile, dictionaries have been applied to a wide range of 

communication science research questions and subjects. These include the analysis of news 

articles regarding populism (Rooduijn & Pauwels, 2011), sentiment (Young & Soroka, 2012), 

disinformation and conspiracy narratives (Boberg et al., 2020), framing (Lind et al., 2019; Melt-

zer et al., 2021), or migrant women’s salience (Lind & Meltzer, 2021), as well as the analysis 

of online discussions and user comment sections, for example, regarding hate speech (Davidson 

et al., 2017) and incivility (Ksiazek et al., 2015; Muddiman & Stroud, 2017). A recent study by 
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Hase and colleagues (2022) revealed that the majority of scholars who applied automated con-

tent analysis to analyze journalistic content used dictionaries, followed by related methods such 

as co-occurrences and similarity metrics to map and describe language patterns of documents 

in a corpus. 

Nonetheless, over the last five years, machine learning has arrived in communication 

science research where it is now primarily applied for automated content analysis, especially 

for topic modeling (Hase et al., 2022). Also in incivility research, machine learning approaches 

have been sporadically applied (e.g., Davidson et al., 2020; Sadeque et al., 2019; Theocharis et 

al., 2020; Ziegele, Daxenberger et al., 2018). Sadeque et al. (2019) used a RNN with fasttext 

embeddings (see chapter 3.1.2) to classify sub-forms of incivility, which was a popular state-

of-the-art approach at this time. One year later, Davidson and colleagues (2020) developed and 

evaluated a BERT-based classifier to identify incivility on Reddit and Twitter. In a current pa-

per Rains and colleagues (2023) also applied a BERT model to classify incivility in Tweets. 

Despite the growing popularity of computational methods (Domahidi et al., 2019; Hase et al., 

2022; Niemann-Lenz et al., 2019; van Atteveldt et al., 2019), machine learning is still estab-

lishing itself in communication science research. Further, as experts of content analysis, com-

munication scholars do not only consider the saving of expenses in the usage of computational 

methods but also the risk of oversimplified, unreliable measurement. For incivility these doubts 

are not unreasonable as the analysis of uncivil content already causes challenges for manual 

content analysis (see chapter 2.3.3) During this consolidating stage, there is a need for research 

that contributes case studies and best practices on how to apply and evaluate machine learning 

methods for specific communication science research areas. In the following, I present how 

publications [3], [4], and [5] are meeting this demand for the research subject incivility. Article 

[3] is a case study that shows how incivility classification can be used to extend a classic content 

analysis research design for the analysis of online discussions, allowing for a larger sample and 

a more sophisticated analysis method. Publication [4] is a study with a methodological focus 

that shows how feature-based incivility classification can be applied to test theoretical concepts 

and assumptions of incivility. It further provides an overview of the options and opportunities 

of feature-based approaches to incivility detection. Publication [5] is a methodological article 

that describes the development of the first comprehensive German-language dictionary for in-

civility, which was extended by means of machine learning. In doing so, the article shows how 

common communication sciences research methods can be improved by machine learning. 
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4.2.2 Enhancing Communication Science Research Designs and Questions 

One major incentive for communication science scholars to apply machine learning is 

the generation of greater, automatically labeled samples. Publication [3] “Gender-related Dif-

ferences in Online Comment Sections: Findings from a Large-Scale Content Analysis of Com-

menting Behavior” (Küchler, Stoll, Naab, & Ziegele, 2022) adds to the growing body of work 

that applies machine learning to upscale research designs and samples in order to answer com-

munication science research questions to incivility. In this study, we investigated whether the 

gender of Facebook users influenced commenting behavior regarding participation rates and 

the use of uncivil language targeted at a respective user. Further, we examined if male and 

female users are confronted with the same amounts of incivility as a reaction to their comment-

ing. In this study, we analyzed a sample of over three hundred thousand user comments of the 

Facebook pages of 14 news media outlets using supervised learning. To measure the incivility 

of a comment, we applied a support vector machine-classifier with a combination of word-

frequency features and word embedding vectors. The model was trained on an external, labeled 

sample of 10,114 user comments posted to Facebook sites of the different German news outlets. 

Thus, we were able to automatically label a great number of documents whose manual annota-

tion would have exceeded the expenses for a comparable research design. As incivility we in-

cluded impoliteness (Papacharissi, 2004), for example, name-calling and vulgar speech, as well 

as incivility that violates democratic norms, such as negative stereotyping and the threatening 

individual’s democratic rights. 

In this study, the automated classification of incivility enabled the labeling of a great 

number of user comments, which opened up two major opportunities. First, the large sample 

allowed us to analyze a higher number of instances, which usually means more stable inference. 

Second, the extensive data set of classified comments allowed for the application of more ap-

propriate yet demanding statistical approaches. As the comment sections on Facebook are struc-

tured in a hierarchical order of initial comments (top-level comments) and reply comments 

(sub-level comments), we modeled the incivility of a reply comment as a function of the initial 

comment’s incivility and the comment author’s gender. However, to meet the requirements of 

such a multilevel analysis, a high number of instances (comments, reply comments) is required, 

since the model becomes more complex as a consequence of the superordinate structure (Bates 

& Pinheiro, 1998). Here, machine learning-based incivility classification was applied to enlarge 

the sample of labeled comments and achieve the required number instances. Results showed 

that the comment sections in our sample were dominated by male users who wrote the majority 
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of uncivil comments. However, women did not receive more uncivil replies to their comments 

than men. Our analysis confirms that over 12 percent of variance of a reply’s incivility is cap-

tured in the initial comment. That suggests that characteristics of the initial comment hold pre-

dictive information for the incivility of a reply comment, which confirms the usefulness of 

multilevel modeling in this case. 

Publication [4] “Detecting Impoliteness and Incivility in Online Discussions: Classifi-

cation Approaches for German User Comments” (Stoll, Ziegele, & Quiring, 2020) also adds to 

the body of work that applies machine learning approaches to incivility research in communi-

cation science. The article was among the first to be published in Computational Communica-

tion Research, the first international journal to establish computational methods and computa-

tional communication science as a distinct research field in communication science (van At-

teveldt et al., 2019). In our research article, we developed and evaluated machine learning-based 

classification approaches to detect different forms of incivility in German-language online dis-

cussions on Facebook. We built on the theoretical framework by Papacharissi (2004) who dis-

tinguishes impoliteness, meaning offensive but not necessarily harmful content, and “true” in-

civility, including racism, extremism, stereotyping, discrimination, and threats to democracy. 

Papacharissi (2004) argues that norm violations such as name-calling, vulgar or pejorative lan-

guage, violate norms of interpersonal politeness, but do not necessarily threaten democratic 

discourse. In contrast, “true” incivility undermines democratic values and hence, is more likely 

to have significant negative consequences for societies as a whole. In publication [4], we inves-

tigated the extent to which these two forms of incivility can be identified with machine learning 

approaches based on different features, including bag-of-words and lexical resources, such as 

collections of swear words. Therefore, we employed a sample of 10,000 labeled user comments 

that were annotated using a theory-based coding scheme. As part of an extensive evaluation, 

we further tested the trained models on an external data set and discussed their usefulness for 

further, comparable research questions.  

Among the approaches tested in this study, feature-based models using the Naive Bayes 

classification algorithm achieved the best performances, ranging from 64 percent accuracy in 

predicting incivility and 65 percent in predicting impoliteness. Even though more complex deep 

learning approaches had probably yield better results for this task, results suggest that impolite-

ness and incivility in user comments can be measured to some extent using feature-based clas-

sification approaches. Nonetheless, results show that about 35 percent of comments are classi-
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fied incorrectly by the models, even though they were trained on several thousand labeled doc-

uments. However, our findings suggest that the conceptual distinction between the two forms 

of incivility can also be found taking a statistical, data-driven perspective. For example, features 

that are based on external collections of vulgar expressions and insults mainly improve perfor-

mance for detecting impoliteness. These findings further indicate that the classification of dif-

ferent forms of incivility may vary, which is crucial for further incivility research that aims to 

apply comparable machine learning methods. 

Overall, this study can be referenced as a case study that provides insight into the per-

formance of different, feature-based machine learning approaches to incivility classification. 

To answer the question of how machine learning can extend and elaborate communication 

science research on incivility, our study showed how machine learning can be applied to en-

hance research questions on incivility in communication science. Here, we investigated if the 

established theoretical distinction of impoliteness and “true” incivility by Papacharissi (2004) 

also exists on a linguistic level that can be identified by a machine learning-based approach, 

using a concept-driven selection of features. 

4.2.3 Enhancing Communication Science Methods and Tools 

In recent years, communication science scholars have become increasingly interested in 

the automated analysis of incivility. Yet, the majority of studies applied dictionary-based ap-

proaches (e.g., Ksiazek et al., 2015; Muddiman & Stroud, 2017). Although current machine 

learning-based approaches to incivility classification clearly outperform manually created dic-

tionaries, the dictionary approach has the main advantages of a low-threshold application and a 

comprehensive measurement (Dobbrick et al., 2021; Grimmer et al., 2022; Lind et al., 2019). 

However, existing incivility dictionaries and comparable resources are not sufficient to map out 

the multifaceted concept of incivility. Self-created instruments often suffer from a low recall, 

because manually compiled dictionaries can contain only a limited number of terms. So far, 

there have been no off-the-shelf dictionaries available for incivility detection for the German 

language. In research article [5] “Developing an Incivility-Dictionary for German Online Dis-

cussions - A Semi-Automated Approach Combining Human and Artificial Knowledge” (Stoll, 

Wilms, & Ziegele, 2023), we offer the first comprehensive German-language dictionary for 

incivility as well as a novel approach to support the elaborate dictionary creation process by 

means of machine learning. In our two-step, semi-automated approach, we combined standard-

ized, theory-based content analysis with unsupervised learning to support the costly manual 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/19312458.2023.2166028?src=
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creation of an incivility dictionary. Based on an extensive data set of labeled user comments 

and Tweets, we manually annotated an initial list of expressions that later was enhanced with 

automatically retrieved expressions from a pre-trained word embedding model (see chapter 

3.1.1). This way, the collection of uncivil expressions could be extended to over 7,000 unigrams 

(e.g., single words, emojis). During an extensive evaluation, we found that the large number of 

collected entries led to a high recall of 76% for incivility retrieval on the test set, which was 

significantly higher than comparable approaches and several machine learning approaches to 

incivility classification, including bag-of-words and BERT-based approaches. Although the 

state-of-the-art BERT classifier overall outperformed the dictionary approach (macro-average 

F1 score= 0.65, accuracy= 0.65), the performance of our incivility dictionary was significantly 

higher than comparable dictionaries (macro-average F1 score between 0.55 and 0.61, accuracy 

between 0.55 and 0.62). We further assumed that due to the semi-automated process, the result-

ing dictionary will be less dependent on the perception of the individual coders. With the help 

of the unsupervised model the annotations of the coders are supplemented by associated words, 

which neither have to be part of the sample, nor have to reflect the perception of the coders. 

This “artificial perspective” is a further benefit of our approach, since the subjectiveness of 

incivility is a major issue for its measurement (Herbst, 2010; Chen et al., 2019, see chapter 2.3.3 

and 3.3).  

In sum, publication [5] gives an example on how machine learning can enrich estab-

lished communication science research methods. In our approach, we showed how pre-trained 

word embeddings can enhance the sophisticated manual process of creating a dictionary. Here, 

machine learning had not only the benefit of saving costs, but could also tackle a major chal-

lenge of incivility measurement, namely its subjective and hence, the risk of a one-sided per-

ception. Besides the developed approach, we present a novel instrument that is, to the best of 

our knowledge, the first sufficient dictionary to analyze incivility in German-language online 

discussions. The instruments as well as all source-code is publicly available for further research. 

In addition to the dictionary, we are also providing a free web application for drag-and-drop 

data analysis. Finally, due to its comparative structure, our study provides an overview of ma-

chine learning methods compared to dictionaries for incivility detection. Thus, findings may 

help researchers to weigh the costs and benefits of different computational approaches for their 

individual use case. 
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4.3 Change of Perspective - Methodological Considerations 

The distance between content analysis in communication science and the labeling of 

training data for machine learning in computer science is small. Based on the data sets and data 

structure, it seems reasonable that a sample of user comments, manually coded in the scope of 

a quantitative content analysis, is also suitable as training data for supervised learning. Yet, 

natural language is a particularly heterogeneous data type and patterns often emerge only in 

huge samples, which go beyond the usual scale in communication science research designs. 

However, the biggest challenge for detecting incivility with automated approaches is the con-

ceptualization of incivility itself. In the following sections, I will address the question of what 

methodological challenges communication scholars face with machine learning-based incivil-

ity classification and how they can be overcome and present the contributions of the research 

articles [6] and [7] in this regard. 

4.3.1 Methodological Challenges of Incivility Classification 

Incivility is a challenging concept to measure, not only with manual but also with ma-

chine learning-based methods. Publication [6] “The Accuracy Trap or How to Build a Phony 

Classifier” (Stoll, 2023) discusses how incivility as a theoretical concept affects the results of 

machine learning-based classifiers and explain, what pitfalls arise from the specific character-

istics of this concept. In contrast to, for example, topics, incivility cannot be measured exclu-

sively based on the text of a comment, since significant information to determine what is uncivil 

lies within the situational context or the personal perception of the recipient (Herbst, 2010; Ross 

et al., 2017; see also chapter 2.3). Nevertheless, machine learning approaches to incivility clas-

sification usually exclusively consider text-based features. However, if the meaning of words 

varies in different contexts, a classification model will fail to learn a robust relationship between 

the features and the meaning of a document and thus, results can become inaccurate. In addition 

to the lack of contextual information, another characteristic of incivility contributes to this un-

certainty, which is the distribution of uncivil in relation to non-uncivil content. In a random 

sample of comments to online discussions, incivility rarely occurs compared to not uncivil com-

ments (e.g., Coe et al., 2014; Davidson et al., 2017; Friess et al., 2021; Papacharissi, 2004; 

Zampieri et al., 2019). This imbalanced distribution is challenging because of two major rea-

sons. First, a small number of instances makes it difficult to map a stable, statistical relation 

between text (e.g., words) and class affiliation (e.g., incivility). As a consequence, random sam-

ples of online discussions often lack relevant information for the detection of incivility. Second, 
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the resulting imbalanced distribution of classes can lead to an overestimation of the major class 

(here: not uncivil). This is primarily a problem for classification functions such as logistic re-

gression, support vector machines, or decision trees, which tend to predict the major class if 

information is missing (Denil & Trappenberg, 2010; Haixiang et al., 2017). In combination, 

these two conditions can result not only in inaccurate predictions, but also in biased results. In 

the case of incivility classification, such bias is that incivility is significantly underestimated by 

a classification model. Furthermore, such bias can easily remain undetected, if performance is 

not reported by category (e.g., by reporting recall and precision) but only with accuracy (see 

chapter 3.3). Since the accuracy does not distinguish agreement by category, a classifier can 

achieve high performance by predicting the frequent class only (not uncivil) and without de-

tecting the relevant class (incivility) at all. In other words, classifiers will not only systemati-

cally underestimate the prevalence of incivility in the data, but the overall accuracy will suggest 

a high performing model. 

Although there is much overlap between the approaches of content analysis and docu-

ment classification, article [6] draws attention to pitfalls that arise at the interface of communi-

cation science incivility research and machine learning. So far, communication science has not 

really been concerned with the data type text for predictive modeling and usually, several hun-

dreds to thousands of instances have sufficient to model statistical relationships and draw in-

ference from a sample. However, due to the very heterogeneous data type text, huge samples 

are needed. This is particularly true for ambiguous concepts, such as incivility. Further, the 

distribution of incivility is likely to distort the evaluation of performance, if detailed metrics are 

not applied. This can happen easily, since the respective metrics are not commonly used in 

communication science research. 

4.3.2 Aligning Incivility Distributions Using Oversampling 

Publication [7] “Supervised Machine Learning mit Nutzergenerierten Inhalten: Over-

sampling für nicht balancierte Trainingsdaten [Supervised machine learning with user gener-

ated content: oversampling for imbalanced training data]” (Stoll, 2020) responds to 

the challenges of incivility classification discussed in article [6] and presents one possible 

method to address them. The article examined whether and, if so, to what extent different over-

sampling techniques are suitable to address the issues of rare instances of incivility and resulting 

imbalanced class distributions. To this end, I applied the two different oversampling techniques 

Random Oversampling (ROS) and Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE). 
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These techniques were used to align class distributions in three different data sets of Tweets 

and Facebook user comments (n= 55,400) for three different binary classification tasks, includ-

ing offensive language, incivility, and sentiment classification. While ROS weights random 

cases of the underrepresented class higher, SMOTE generates synthetic vectors similar to vec-

tors of uncivil comments in the training data, using the k-nearest neighbors’ algorithm (Chawla 

et al., 2002). In machine learning, oversampling has been successfully applied in several re-

search areas, for example, in biotechnology and finance for the diagnosis of diseases, the iden-

tification of genes (e.g., Dubey et al., 2014; Herndon & Caragea, 2016), or to detect credit card 

fraud (e.g., Zakaryazad & Duman, 2016). For text classification, especially in the use case of 

incivility, the potentials of oversampling have not been investigated yet. To predict the outcom-

ing classes, I applied a bag-of-words classifier, as a common baseline approach. Results show 

that both oversampling approaches lead to an overall improvement in prediction. Due to the 

alignment of class distributions, the prediction function was less prone to predict the majority 

class. Furthermore, oversampling gives higher weight to vocabulary that might be crucial for 

class membership and would otherwise have been neglected. However, because oversampling 

does not add new vocabulary to the training data, a classifier will not make more informed 

decisions. Moreover, as the weighting is random, also ambiguous vocabulary is oversampled, 

which can lead to a decrease of overall performance. This means that overall, oversampling is 

most of all useful to tackle one major problem in incivility classification, which is the biased 

prediction towards the overrepresented class. 

In summary, article [6] presents and discusses major challenges of incivility classifica-

tion using machine learning, which primarily occur because of the distribution of incivility and 

the ambiguous nature of the concept. In article [7], I have shown that these challenges cannot 

be eliminated but reduced by applying oversampling. 

4.4 Conclusion and Takeaways 

In line with the general research question of this thesis, how to measure incivility with 

machine learning methods, the seven articles of the cumulus contribute to different aspects of 

this question. Articles [1] and [2] present significant benchmarks for the development of state-

of-the-art approaches to classify incivility in German-language online discussions. Article [1] 

was among the first to apply and evaluate a German BERT model to the downstream task of 

incivility classification and hence, marked a significant step towards the use of LLMs for inci-
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vility detection and related tasks. With GermEval2021, Article [2] offered both a public bench-

mark data set and a comparative format for classifying incivility in German. The shared task 

further introduced the two novel categories “engaging” and “fact-claiming”, which, besides 

incivility, play a significant role in current demands on online moderation. Articles [3], [4], and 

[5] contributed to the current demand for use cases, best practices, and methodological work in 

communication science, and incivility research in particular, that embed machine learning at 

different points of the research process. The articles showed how research designs, questions, 

and methods can be enhanced by means of machine learning. These enhancements include the 

enlargement of samples and the enabling of more demanding analysis methods, the examination 

and review of theoretical concepts of incivility from a data-driven perspective, and the improve-

ment of established analysis methods, here dictionaries, in terms of saving costs and improving 

measurement. Finally, articles [6] and [7] address important methodological challenges that 

occur on the interface of quantitative content analysis and machine learning-based document 

classification of incivility. While these approaches overlap, the characteristics of incivility pose 

specific challenges for machine learning approaches to incivility detection, which go beyond 

issues of manual content analysis of incivility. Publications [6] and [7] discussed these chal-

lenges, addressed resulting pitfalls, and proposed strategies to avoid and manage them. The 

provided insight may help communication science scholars preventing prediction bias in inci-

vility classification and overall, contribute to a comprehensive understanding of capabilities 

and limits of machine learning to automated incivility detection. 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Summary of Contributions 

This cumulative dissertation addresses the overall research question of how incivility can 

be measured with machine learning methods (chapter 1.1 and 1.2). The seven research articles 

of the cumulus contribute to different aspects of this question, which can be structured into the 

three subordinated questions below. In addressing these questions, this dissertation provides 

essential steps of an interdisciplinary, methodological transfer from computer science-driven 

machine learning and artificial intelligence research into communication science research on 

incivility. 

 

1) To what extent can incivility be measured with machine learning methods? To answer 

this research question, this dissertation contributes to the ongoing development of 

state-of-the-art machine learning approaches to the specific task of incivility classifi-

cation in German-language online discussions. To this end, article [1] and [2] provide 

several benchmarks. In article [1], we were among the first to apply and evaluate a 

pre-trained German BERT model to incivility classification. To this day, incivility 

classification in both research and industry is dominated by BERT-based approaches. 

Article [2] presents the shared task GermEval 2021 on the identification of toxic, en-

gaging, and fact-claiming comments. Within this format, we provide a freely available 

data set for incivility classification and two additional categories, which play im-

portant roles for online moderation. In sum, both articles provide valuable insights into 

the opportunities and current capabilities of machine learning methods for incivility 

classification. Findings suggests that although current LLM demonstrate a significant 

increase of performance for incivility classification, the subjectivity of incivility as 

well as the question of resources will continue to pose challenges for this area of re-

search. 

2) To answer the second subordinate research question of how machine learning can ex-

tend and elaborate communication science research on incivility, this dissertation pre-

sents methodological work, use cases, and best practice studies that show how ma-

chine learning methods can be integrated fruitfully on different points of the commu-

nication science research process. Article [3] shows how supervised learning can en-

hance communication science research designs by enabling larger samples and hence, 
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more elaborate analysis methods. Article [4] examines how machine learning can ena-

ble conceptual research on incivility by deriving inference from feature-based ap-

proaches about linguistic characteristics of different forms of incivility. Finally, article 

[5] presents a novel approach that uses unsupervised learning to extend the costly and 

restricted manual creation of dictionaries. 

3) To answer the third subordinate research question of what methodological challenges 

communication scholars face with machine learning-based incivility classification and 

how they can be overcome, articles [6] and [7] contribute methodological guidance on 

how to apply and evaluate machine learning for incivility classification. The articles 

discuss specific issues that come along with the subjective nature and prevalence of 

incivility, which can hinder the development of functional and unbiased machine 

learning models, and further, provide approaches to address them. 

5.2 Automated Incivility Detection - Does it Work? 

The continuous, rapid progress of artificial intelligence noticeably impacts many areas 

of research and application. Among them, one major field is NLP. Meanwhile, the identification 

of concepts related to incivility including hate speech, toxicity, and offensive language, states 

an important NLP task, usually approached as document classification and thus, as a supervised 

learning problem. To measure the performance of supervised learning approaches, the predicted 

values of a model are aligned with manually assigned labels on a given data set. The higher the 

agreement between predicted values and the manually labeled gold standard is, the higher the 

model performance is evaluated. In recent years, milestones in artificial intelligence research 

have led to a constant performance increase for many NLP problems. A recent major step was 

the introduction of the neural network architecture transformer, presented by Vaswani and col-

leagues in 2017, and the resulting establishment of LLMs such as BERT (Devlin, et al., 2018) 

and GPT (Redford, et al., 2018). For text classification tasks, BERT-based approaches have 

been proven to be particularly suitable. Over the last five years, several standalone BERT mod-

els have been released for several languages (e.g., Antoun et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2020; Martin 

et al., 2019) and even specific use cases (e.g., AngryBERT by Awal et al., 2021). In the scope 

of the GermEval 2019 shared task on offensive language classification (Struß et al., 2019), 

article [1] of this dissertation has been among the first to present a BERT-based approach for 

incivility classification in German, thus marking a significant step towards the use of LLMs for 

automated incivility detection. Over the last years, several international studies referred to the 
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approach presented in article [1] when applying BERT models in German or other languages 

to related tasks (e.g., Bosco et al., 2023; Garcia-Diaz et al., 2022; Rajalakshmi et al., 2023). Up 

to now, the task of incivility classification is still dominated by BERT-based approaches (Sa-

tapara et al., 2022; Zampieri et al., 2023). However, performances of different models and ap-

proaches can vary. This is because the individual models are pre-trained on different data sets 

and with varying parameter settings, and are then fine-tuned and evaluated on different data 

sets. Article [1] fine-tuned a freely available German BERT model, which was pre-trained on 

12 GB of openly available data, including Wikipedia articles and a share of the Open Legal 

database, which includes transcripts of judgments and laws (deepset, 2019). As this data basis 

does not include online discussion data exclusively, it is likely that the performance for incivil-

ity classification is limited and would increase if the training data of the model fitted the re-

search subject completely. Besides the compilation of the data set a model is trained on, the 

parameter setting both while training and fine-tuning will affect the performance on the test set. 

The winning team of the shared task GermEval 2021 presented in article [2] of this thesis 

achieved a 0.72 macro-average F1 score with an ensemble approach of several pre-trained lan-

guage models. They further found that with increasing size of the ensemble, performance in-

creased significantly (Bornheim et al., 2021). Even though basic setups for fine-tuning LLMs 

already require high performing GPUs, an increase of computing resources enables even more 

demanding parameter setting, which is likely to increase overall performances. These results 

suggest that the performance of current and future state-of-the-art machine learning will not 

only depend on the availability of data, but also on resources for high-performance computing. 

As artificial intelligence is a constantly evolving research area, the answer to the ques-

tion to what extent incivility can be measured with machine learning methods can only be a 

snapshot. Even though model performances vary depending on the specific data set and the 

compilation of the individual models, benchmarking tasks and data sets are able to create a 

coherent impression of the capabilities of current approaches. At this moment, the state of re-

search on the task of incivility classification is dominated by BERT-based approaches, includ-

ing its derivatives such as RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), and lies currently between 0.70 and 0.80 

macro F1 score for different languages, including German (Kumaresan et al., 2021; Zampieri 

et al., 2023). This cumulated picture allows the conclusion that incivility is measurable to a 

certain extent with machine learning-based methods. Yet, in the sense of supervised learning, 

this measurability is defined through the level of agreement between predicted and manually 
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created gold standard values on a specific data set (see chapter 3.3). Both empirical and con-

ceptual work on incivility as well as latest research in machine learning suggests, however, that 

the idea of one common gold standard measure contradicts the subjective nature of concepts 

such as incivility (e.g., Alm, 2011; Basile et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2019; Romberg, 2022; Ross 

et al., 2017). The variations in the perception of incivility are not considered in the idea of 

standardized measurement that constitutes the basis for both content analysis and supervised 

machine learning (Bormann et al., 2022; Chen at al., 2019; Früh, 2015). In quantitative content 

analysis, coders are trained to have a shared understanding of meaning, based on theoretically 

grounded categorizations and extensive coding instructions and training (Früh, 2015; Rössler, 

2017). In machine learning, different measurements of annotators are converted into one com-

mon value by averaging or majority voting (Basile et al., 2021; Romberg, 2022). Although these 

two approaches handle deviating perception differently, they both aim for one standardized, 

final measurement. Recent ideas from the field of machine learning argue that multi-perceptual 

concepts such as incivility are not compatible with the idea of one unique gold standard and 

hence, with established coding procedures (e.g., Akhtar et al., 2019; Akhtar et al., 2020; Basile 

et al., 2021; Cabitza et al., 2019; Romberg, 2022). Researchers that support the idea of data 

perspectivism demand not to disregard opinions, as they belong to a minority in many cases. 

Instead, they propose to take advantage of information that is usually considered as noise, for 

example, by modeling human error patterns or the uncertainty of prediction (e.g., Basile et al., 

2021). In this sense, questions such as who a model learns from and what validity defines in-

creasingly influence the discourse on artificial intelligence (Gunning et al., 2019). Future re-

search on incivility should take these rather novel considerations into account when it comes to 

the question of valid measurement, both for computational and manual content analysis. 

5.3 Machine Learning-Based Moderation - Improvement of Discourse? 

From a normative perspective, incivility is often considered a threat to democratic dis-

cussions as it is assumed to hinder deliberative discourse or cooperation between participants 

(e.g., Andersson et al., 2014; Bormann et al., 2022; Brooks & Geer, 2007; Coe et al., 2014; 

Papacharissi, 2004; Rowe, 2015; Ziegele, Jost et al., 2018). In practice, the growing number of 

user contributions challenge moderators and platform operators whose daily business it is to 

encounter incivility in comment sections, which is also required by law (BMJ, 2022; European 

Commission, 2023; Heinbach & Wilms, 2022; Kümpel & Rieger, 2019; Wright, 2006; Ziegele 

& Jost, 2020). It seems plausible that algorithmic moderation systems could be a significant 
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relief for moderators and community managers by supporting the detection of uncivil content 

and thus, foster a more civil discussion environment online (Gorwa et al., 2020; Wilms et al., 

2023). Nonetheless, this idea faces several challenges. Studies showes that various personal and 

contextual factors can affect what moderators of online discussions, journalists, and users per-

ceive as uncivil or not (e.g., Boberg et al., 2018; Bormann et al., 2022; Bormann et al., 2023; 

Chen & Pain, 2017; Diakopoulos & Naaman, 2011; Paasch-Colberg & Strippel, 2022). More-

over, not all forms of incivility are equally easy to identify. Studies showed that swearing and 

insults are easier to detect, while implicit forms of incivility often remain unrecognized (e.g., 

Boberg et al., 2018; Muddiman & Stroud, 2017). Article [5] of this thesis developed an incivil-

ity dictionary using pre-trained word embeddings that includes words, emojis, and hashtags to 

detect uncivil content in German-language online discussions. We could show that our method 

is promising to retrieve a variety of uncivil expressions in German-language online discussions. 

Further, the employment of an “artificial perspective” has the potential to address bias due to 

individual perceptions of coders and researchers. Yet, we found that implicit forms of incivility 

remain undiscovered by the dictionary, as many comments do not include unambiguously un-

civil expressions. Machine learning-based approaches are also confronted with this challenge. 

Article [6] argued that unambiguous text features (e.g., word distributions), meaning words that 

occur both in uncivil and not uncivil comments, hinder a classifier from learning a robust rela-

tionship between features and class membership. At the same time, unambiguous words such 

as insults are highly predictive features for incivility classification. Muddiman and Stroud 

(2017) argue that implicit uncivil comments can complicate the justification for flagging or 

deleting a comment. Against the backdrop of freedom of speech, this justification can become 

important in the context of online discussions. Also for crowd workers more obvious forms of 

incivility might be easier to identify (Binns et al., 2017; Ross et al, 2017). Yet, research suggests 

that violations of democratic norms, such as racism or stereotyping, lies, or defamation can 

occur in a rather implicit way, but are considered equally or even more harmful (e.g., Bormann, 

2022; Bormann et al., 2023; Muddiman, 2019; Papacharissi, 2004). As a consequence, algo-

rithm-based moderation systems are likely to be biased towards explicit, unambiguous forms 

of incivility. Yet, Papacharissi (2004) already considered impoliteness such as swearing and 

vulgarity as rather harmless or even fruitful for heated, but democratic discussions. This view 

is shared by Chen and colleagues (2019) who argue that a sanitized discussion space would fail 

to acknowledge the value of imperfect speech. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/1461670X.2021.2017793
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The potential bias in detecting incivility resulting from individual perception, situational 

context, and ambiguity also touches the issue of fairness of artificial intelligence (Gunning et 

al., 2019). Meanwhile, numerous studies showed that several machine learning-based systems 

suffer from bias on several levels that may result in discrimination (Ferrer et al., 2021). Cur-

rently, automated systems for online moderation supported by artificial intelligence learn on 

previous decisions of moderators or reactions of users, such as flagging (Beuting, 2021; Vox 

Media, n.d.). If these data sets include, for example, prejudices or a political leaning of the 

moderator, an algorithm is likely to reproduce these bias in the future (Danks & London, 2017; 

Ferrer et al., 2021; Hovy & Prabhumoye, 2021). Bias not only plays a role in this field-generated 

data, but also in pre-trained LLMs (see chapter 3.1.3). Research suggests that available models 

including BERT, RoBERTa, and GPT suffer from stereotypical bias (Nadeem et al., 2020). In 

a fine-tuning pipeline, this information will factor into the downstream classification task and 

hence, influence the decisions of the final model. As these models are much more complex than 

linear, feature-based approaches, such bias is even more challenging to identify (Gunning et al., 

2019). However, in the context of online participation, it is crucial that moderators are able to 

understand and justify decisions about deleting comments or blocking users to maintain free 

speech without censorship (Wilms et al., 2023; Wright, 2006). 

Overall, at this point, algorithm-based moderation has both the potential to improve and 

to weaken online discussions in terms of democratic discourse. In general, a relief for modera-

tors and community managers is conceivable as algorithms could support the selection of in-

coming user comments. However, these forms of incivility may include mostly explicit and 

obvious forms of incivility, such as unambiguous insults and vulgarity, while implicit and often 

even more harmful forms of incivility could remain undiscovered. Further, artificial intelligence 

that is trained by moderators or crowd workers can include a limited and hence, biased under-

standing of incivility due to individual factors (Herbst, 2010). If, for example, minorities or 

certain target groups of incivility are not part of the moderation team or are underrepresented 

on crowd working platforms, machine learning models would reproduce a one-sided view of 

incivility. As a consequence, incivility against minor groups or incivility that is less straight-

forward to detect could remain in the discourse and might hinder an equal participation 

(Springer et al., 2015; Stroud et al., 2016; Ziegele, Jost et al., 2018). As long as the reference 

for performance for supervised approaches is the approximation to one target, gold standard 

value, approaches have the potential to even aggravate the risk of discrimination in online dis-

cussions as they tend to amplify biases in human decisions. To foster democratic discourse, the 

https://compass.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/authored-by/ContribAuthorRaw/Prabhumoye/Shrimai
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current issue for automated incivility detection is the validity of measurement and the associated 

question, how validity should to be defined when it comes to incivility. 

5.4 Machine Learning Research - An Interdisciplinary One-Way Street? 

With the establishment of computational communication science as a genuine research 

field, machine learning is becoming more visible in communication science (Domahidi et al., 

2019; Lazer et al., 2009; van Atteveldt et al., 2019; van Atteveldt & Peng, 2018). However, so 

far, the majority of research approaches machine learning from a pragmatic perspective. Most 

of all for content analysis, machine learning-based methods are promised to save costs and 

therefore, enable the use of larger samples and broader research designs. In article [3], we clas-

sified a sample of more than three hundred thousand user comments using supervised learning 

to analyze incivility in hierarchical comment sections on Facebook. Here, machine learning 

enabled us to consider more comments and further, to apply multilevel modeling for data anal-

ysis, which is more adequate but demanding regarding sample size. In this role, functionality 

of machine learning methods should ideally be presupposed. Yet, increasingly advanced and 

powerful machine learning methods are often challenging to adapt, and their application and 

evaluation still comes with a degree of uncertainty. To this day, computational methods and 

machine learning specifically are represented only sporadically in the curriculum of (German) 

communication scholars (Niemann-Lenz et al., 2019; Scheper & Kathirgamalingam, 2022). 

However, the broad establishment of machine learning in communication science would require 

the amplification of the communication science skill set. Van Atteveldt and Peng (2018) argue 

that as computational methods will become increasingly important in the future, communica-

tion science needs to invest in respective skills and infrastructure in their own discipline now. 

These skills do not necessarily include a complete spectrum of computer science methods but 

need to maintain a connection point to machine learning and artificial intelligence research. 

Traditionally, these research fields are dominated by computer science and related disciplines, 

and hence, research traditions and interests naturally vary from social sciences. Consequently, 

also an understanding of research questions and approaches in computer science is a key re-

quirement for interdisciplinary research teams as well as for reasonable, successful research 

endeavors in the field of machine learning. Article [6] adds to the body of research that can 

bridge the gap between methods and research traditions of the different disciplines for the re-
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search subject of incivility. It can be shown that besides pitfalls, a common ground exists be-

tween machine learning and quantitative content analysis, which can provide a potential inter-

face for interdisciplinary work. 

Recent developments in artificial intelligence have revealed that data and computational 

resources have become more crucial than ever, and further, that these resources are not equally 

distributed (Crawford, 2021). Meanwhile, only a small number of institutions can compete in 

the ongoing progress of high-performing artificial intelligence, which mainly include large 

tech-companies such as Google, Amazon, Meta, and IBM. In this competition, academic re-

search faces the challenge of providing a counterweight to these commercial actors (Hilbert et 

al., 2019). How can communication science take a substantive role in this interdisciplinary field 

of artificial intelligence research? Lately, progress in artificial intelligence is not restricted to 

issues of optimization and mathematical understanding but increasingly raises ethical questions 

(Crawford, 2021), including data quality and transparency, data privacy issues, and fairness of 

machine learning models and applications (Mehrabi et al., 2021). Different disciplines address 

these questions from several perspectives. One research area is algorithm auditing, which is 

concerned with the assessment of algorithms from an ethical perspective by collecting behav-

ioral data about artificial intelligence systems in a certain context (Brown et al., 2021). Also in 

communication science, a growing number of studies have dealt with biases and discrimination 

of artificial intelligence systems, for example, regarding news recommendation systems (Bandy 

& Diakopoulos, 2020), political bias (Puschmann, 2019), and digital divide in search engines 

(Scherr et al., 2022). In contrast to this rather observative view, the field of Explainable AI 

(XAI), mainly driven by computer sciences, deals with the question of how to create artificial 

intelligence that are more understandable for humans from a technical perspective (Gunning et 

al., 2019). Against this backdrop, transparency of data and decision making of machine learning 

models are relevant issues. Here, communication scholars can contribute a methodological per-

spective on data quality as well as knowledge about genuine research subjects, including jour-

nalistic and social media communication. Article [2] built on communication science research 

and expertise on online discussions and online moderation to conceptualize and introduce 

meaningful concepts for machine learning applications. Additionally, experience from content 

analysis were incorporated into data quality assurance and supported the provision of a high-

quality data set. Further, conceptual and empirical knowledge of a certain research subject can 

foster a holistic evaluation of machine learning performance. Articles [6] and [7] of this thesis 
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showed that mathematical optimization can be accompanied with biased results that are, how-

ever, easy to overlook within the process of increasing performance. To this end, interpreting 

and critically evaluating results is an important counterpart and reassurance of optimization to 

identify possible prediction bias of a model. Also in article [5], we supplemented the quantita-

tive performance evaluation of the developed incivility dictionary with a qualitative, in-depth 

error analysis. This way, we could recognize a potential bias toward explicit forms of incivility 

and topic-specific incivility due to the restricted time span of the underlying data set. This pat-

tern would not have been detected by the quantitative evaluation on the test set, even though 

this information is crucial for the future use of the instrument. 

When it comes to machine learning and artificial intelligence research, communication 

science currently is in the phase of adoption and learning. However, future work must define a 

new role for communication science that goes beyond asking meaningful communication sci-

ence research questions for machine learning methods, both to keep interdisciplinary work a 

two-way-street and to establish communication science in the interdisciplinary field of artificial 

intelligence. Here, potential lies in the assurance of data quality and in research on fairness and 

transparency. Besides a strong background in content analysis, expertise further lies in 

knowledge about certain areas of applications, such as online discussions or journalism. This 

perspective can help to make sense of machine learning results (article [6]), to indicate bias of 

existing systems in a certain application area (e.g., news recommendation systems; Bandy & 

Diakopoulos, 2020), or to integrate different perspectives, for example, those of moderators and 

users of online discussions, to support useful and proper applications (Wilms et al., 2023). 
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6 Conclusion 

The automated identification of uncivil comments is a current and widely relevant issue 

that concerns communication science, machine learning and artificial intelligence research, as 

well as platforms and practitioners in the field of online discussions and moderation. With the 

growing participation online, incivility has been regarded as a significant challenge for demo-

cratic discourse, both from a normative and legal point of view. However, incivility is a highly 

subjective and ambiguous concept. In communication science research, the measurement of 

incivility has rather been considered a methodological and conceptual issue that primarily com-

plicates a consistent operationalization and hence, the comparison of empirical studies. This is 

no surprise, since standardized approaches to content analysis are not designed to consider var-

iance between measurements, such as those due to individual perceptions. Instead, the reliabil-

ity of measurement constitutes a key quality criterion, which is achieved when a construct is 

perceived and measured equally among coders and researchers. However, research on incivility 

suggests that the perception of what incivility is varies significantly along individual back-

ground or the professional role a person holds. Further, empirical research on incivility points 

towards the fact that primarily unambiguous forms of incivility, such as insults or vulgarity, are 

straightforward to detect. This predicament between conceptualization and analysis method 

also exists in machine learning, where a model is designed to learn and reproduce human deci-

sions based on training data. The performance of a model is then calculated by the number of 

correct reproductions of these decisions. Following this approach, machine learning runs the 

risk of reproducing bias and discrimination that is already present in the manually coded train-

ing data. This risk is particularly relevant for practical applications, where machine learning-

based moderation systems aim to support human moderators in deciding which contributions 

violate platform or legal guidelines. Here, the reproduction of incivility that only reflects limited 

views could even lead to an amplification of incivility in online discussions. As long as this 

challenge of bias in machine learning has not been solved, a broad application of respective 

systems remains questionable. 

The increasingly negotiated questions of fairness and meaningfulness of machine learn-

ing approaches and applications can benefit from the social science perspective. In the devel-

opment and conception of fair artificial intelligence, however, communication science is hold-

ing back. So far, the growing and popular field of computational communication science mainly 

deals with machine learning regarding its application and further development for communica-
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tion science research questions and subjects. Against this backdrop, machine learning is pri-

marily seen as a resource to save costs in data analysis, for example, by enhancing traditional 

content analysis research designs. However, discrimination risks already arise during the de-

velopment and conceptualization of machine learning-based systems. Through the research 

field of online communication, communication science could bring important expertise to the 

development of machine learning-based systems in the context of online discussions and also 

in online journalism, e.g., for news recommendation systems. This expertise can include the 

analysis of biases in training data of journalistic and user-generated content, as well as a holistic 

evaluation of machine learning-based systems by recipients, journalists, or community manag-

ers. To take this critical view, the mode mere adaptation is not sustainable. Instead, communi-

cation science must establish a role that contributes expertise and perspective that is able to 

enhance genuine machine learning research. To ask meaningful questions, communication sci-

ence scholars need a proper understanding of current approaches to specific research subjects 

such as incivility, that allows the linkage of methodological, empirical, and conceptual 

knowledge. This dissertation aims to make a contribution to this linkage of machine learning 

and communication science research on incivility.  
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